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Topic: Indian Constitution- historical underpinnings, evolution, features, amendments, 

significant provisions and basic structure 

  

Q) Is it time for India to add more fundamental duties to existing ones in its Constitution for 

citizens to abide? Discuss what are these duties and why they should be included. (200 

Words) 

  
Keeping in mind with current challenges of our democratic nation there is need of hour to 
include more fundamental duties apart from ten Fundamental Duties were introduced by 
the 42nd Amendment Act, 1976 — Article 51 

More Duties and should be include because of following: 

1. Tax gaps: Only between 2-4 % India pay tax 

2. Duty to help accident victims: Lakhs Victims of accidents losses life i.e. Every 60 minutes, 
16 persons die in traffic accidents in India eg. Good Samaritan law 

3. Duty to keep the premises clean: for effective ness of mission like Swatch Bharat and 
Clean Ganga mission 

4. For better Society: helping and respecting women, duty to raise voice against injustice, 
duty to protect whistle blowers 

5. Duty to plant trees: Increasing level of pollution and harm to wildlife demands to make it 
fundamental duty 

GS II 
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6. Duty to vote: voter turnout during the last general election amounted only to about 67 
per cent would affect decision in other way round and result in choosing wrong candidate 

7. Duty to support bona fide civil society movements: for ensuring transparency and 
corruption free Governance 

8. Duty to protect whistle-blowers: Good people losing lives which is not good sign for 
democracy and need protection under fundamental duty 

Fundamental Duties constitute the conscience of our Constitution; they should be treated 
as constitutional values that must be propagated by all citizens whether they are 
enforceable or not if every citizen follow by heart then it would strengthen fabrics of a 
Good Democratic nation 
  

Topic: Parliament and State Legislatures – structure, functioning, conduct of business, powers 

& privileges and issues arising out of these 

Q) “The concept of private members’ bill is central to a deliberative democracy.” Discuss in 

the Indian context. (200 Words) 

  
Private member Bill: Any MP who is not a minister is a private member and he or she can 
submit a legislative proposal for enacting it as law. 14 Bills has been enacted since 1952, but 
have significant impact on democracy and strengthen its position in political and social 
reforms. 

The concept of private members’ bill is central to a deliberative democracy in following 
ways: 

1. Promotes parliamentary democracy: healthy indicators of constructive and deliberative 
legislative behavior which are categorical imperatives for parliamentary democracy 

2. Government attention on Important matters: The historic role played by private 
members in initiating legislations and resolutions influenced the thinking of the 
government and propelled it to bring comprehensive legislations on the Important subject 

a. Social Empowerment: The Rights of Transgender Persons Bill, 2014, implementation of a 
comprehensive national policy for ensuring overall development of the transgender 
persons  

b. Protection of Cultural heritage: Eg. The Ancient and Historical Monuments and 
Archaeological Sites and Remains  

3. Promotes healthy discussion: MPs are in the forefront to initiate private members’ 
resolutions and bills on numerous issues and press for discussion and voting 

4. Significant changes to law: Given attention to areas which are left untouched and result 
in to important actse.g. Hindu Marriage act, Cinematograph Act 
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Introduction of more private members’ bills well for our democracy. 
  

Q) “The state legislature does not function under the Governor. In sum and substance, the 

Governor just cannot act as the Ombudsman of the state legislature.” In the light of recent 

controversies involving governor and state legislatures, critically comment on the statement. 

(200 Words) 

  
Supreme Court verdict with respect to the political affairs in Uttarakhand and Arunachal 
Pradesh again brings to the fore, the debate on the role of governor. In both the instances 
the court did raise questions on the legitimacy and validity of the decisions taken by 
governors sidelining the democratically elected governments. 

Governor's office has been made as a part of the retirement benefit offered to few political 
masters who in a bid to return the faith to their bosses, are acting in a biased manner 
keeping aside the principles of Democratic process 

Introspection on this issue, points to a bigger problem i.e. ineffectiveness of anti-defection 
policies and their enforcement is leading to horse-trading of elected representatives, who 
are escaping the law using loopholes. The unwillingness of the speakers of assemblies of 
Telangana and Andhra Pradesh to take action on the defected MLAs. 

The misuse of the constitutional offices like the Speaker as well as the Governor is an 
obstacle for the democratic process. David Cameroon did step down from the position of 
PM in the event of Brexit as he considered it to be unethical to continue. Such spirit should 
be an inspiration even to the law makers in India 
  

Q)“The talk of a Uniform Civil Code has nothing to do with gender justice. It has entirely to 

do with a Hindu nationalist agenda to ‘discipline’ Muslims.” Critically comment. (200 Words) 

  
Uniform civil code is same set of law for all citizens.also article 44 in constitution give 
directives to state for a uniform civil code. However due to cultural and regional diversity in 
India this had not been implemented. 

View that UCC is all about a Hindu agenda to discipline muslims is not true on the following 
grounds 

1. UCC secure a same set of laws for every citizen so whether it is Muslims, Sikh, christian 
laws are same for everyone. 

2. India has many religions.In UCC goods from every religion is take while discarding the 
odds even from Hindu religion. 
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3. Gender equality is the need of hour which is not present in few religion. For eg triple 
talaak,polygamy and no alimony in muslims and no right of women in the property of 
deceased children in Christianity. 

However It is said that UCC only targets Muslim personal law on the following grounds 

1. Almost every law in our country is common except for personal law of different religion. 
And Muslims leaders believe that it is an interference in their rights. 

2. Rights of women in case of triple talaaq,alimony can also be exercised through separate 
law for eg Muslim women ( protection of right from divorce act) 1986. So what is need for 
UCC 

3. Polygamy even exist in hindu though law don't recognize the second wife and even don't 
provide alimony. However in case of Muslims law accepts second wife. So uniform civil 
code will cause a threat to society 

Uniform civil code if made should not be imposed on minorities . First government must 
aware minorities about the benefits of UCC and need of it, create an environment and then 
implement UCC 
  

Q) India does not, in any case, have a parliamentary practice like that of the “Prime Minister’s 

Questions” in the U.K. where the Prime Minister takes questions from MPs every sitting week 

for a dedicated time. Should this practice be considered in India? Discuss the significance. 

(200 Words) 

  
For any successful democracy effective communication and dialogue between the different 
parts of the government, opposition, civil society, media is very important valuable feature. 
And when head of the government starts to take questions directly, it builds the confidence 
in the government on the minds of people. 

Why needed: 

1. So that people get to know directly from the PM about his views and other aspects 
related to any issue e.g. any policy, scheme, any new law, current situation in country. 

2. Opposition in the parliament can easily be pacified as they will be getting their response 
from the highest authority, which will improve the coordination between government and 
the opposition and parliament 
will be more productive. 
  
3. Image of India will improve internationally due to this simple act PM.  
  
4. MPs can directly ask query from their own constituency as currently there is little time 
for MPs and only few MPs are getting chance in current scenario. 
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5. As MPs can directly communicate with the PM there will more enthusiasm in them 
regarding their work and responsibility. 
  
6. Ministers will be more proactive and careful regarding their work as PM is directly going 
to answer on their work, which will make them more accountable and responsible.  
  
Overall we can say if our country’s PM starts taking direct questions like in UK, it will help  
our country and our democracy. But, for this to happen opposition needs behave in 
cooperative manner so that they do not get 
involved in petty politics and do not use this to gain political brownie points by asking 
questions which is not pertinent for this. 
  
  

Topic: Functions and responsibilities of the Union and the States, issues and challenges 

pertaining to the federal structure, devolution of powers and finances up to local levels and 

challenges therein 

  

Q) “The Inter State Council and NITI Aayog should be merged into one constitutional forum 

to improve the institutional participation of state governments in inter-governmental 

affairs.” Comment. (200 Words) 

  
ISC is based on the recommendations of Sarkaria Commission report and is mentioned in 
Art 263 of the constitution . NITI Aayog is a think tank established after scrapping Planning 
Commission in order to carry out policies and programmes in a "bottom-up" manner by 
giving adequate representation to the states. 
  
It is suggested that NITI Aayog and ISC needs to be merged which has its own benefits as 
follows: 
  
1. Constitutional support- NITI Aayog will get a constitutional backing when associated with 
ISC., increasing its institutional status. 
  
2. Cooperative federalism- promote inter- state and centre state relations as NITI Aayog 
membership includes all chief ministers of different states ,PM as chairperson and 
Lieutinant governors of all UTs. 
  
3. Increased participation -Many states are still not attending Aayog’s meeting showing its 
incompetence to cooperate with these states. 
  
4. decentralized decision making is strengthened with discussion based approach on 
policies. 
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5. Engagement with opposition: Embracing opposition is a healthy sign of democracy which 
keeps check on the executive. By taking questions from opposition at both center and state. 
  
6. Beneficial in devolution of funds between centre and state taking economic sectoral 
development . 
  
7. proper implementation and execution of center and state schemes that can reach to 
grass roots level ,i.e efficient in "bottom up" approach 
  
8. constitutional emergency crisis like in Uttrakhand and Arunachal Pradesh can be 
discussed and sorted. 
  
How ever merging may increase the complexities and conflicts between members of 
various states causing polarization on certain issues. But this association can provide 
holistic social ,economic and political development at both national and state level. Thus 
this association needs to be strengthened to not only being a forum but an institution for 
political give and take. For this secretariat if ISC can be transferred to vice president a 
neutral federal functionary. 
  
  
  

Q) Why was the Inter-State Council (ISC) set-up? Critically discuss its performance and why 

it needs to be strengthened. (200 Words) 

  
ISC was set up by the Janata Dal government to effectuate the recommendations of 
Sarkaria Commission. This was a realization of the impact that the earlier centralization 
during Mrs. Gandhi’s government had on federal polity. Rajive Gandhi govt’s record was 
slightly better. As the Janata Dal government was an alliance of regional parties (though 
supported by BJP and then, Congress), it was their felt experience of Centre’s upper hand in 
India’s ‘FEDERATION WITH A UNITARY BIAS’. 

The ISC is a wide-based structure with representation from all CMs and Administrators of 
UTs.  

ISC has had a few successes, some of which are symbolic, others concrete. 

a) 8th meeting of ISC was held in Srinagar (J&K), first time outside Delhi. This was 
continuing with Vajpayee Ji’s healing touch for Kashmir. 

b) 9th meeting drew a blueprint of disaster management in India. 

c) 10th meeting took up the issue of Law and its shortcomings in dealing with atrocities 
against SC and STs. 
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But, ISC has not performed to its potential. There is no compulsion on government of the 
day to accept the outcomes of the meetings. Sometimes, Centre has seemed to attach low 
importance to ISC. In the entire 10 year term of UPA govt, there were only 2 meetings, and 
none from 2006 to 2014. 

A few things could be done to make ISC more effective, 

1) LOP in LS and RS (Council of States) should be made permanent invitee to ISC. This will 
give due importance to voice of States ruled by opposition parties. 

2) PM should appraise LS of the deliberations of ISC. 

ISC presents an opportunity to actualize the lofty ideal of cooperative federalism. It should 
be grabbed wholeheartedly. 
  
  

Q) It is said that the recent Arunachal Pradesh judgment on Governor’s role contains some 

troubling reasoning that has potential consequences for the future of government- judiciary 

relations in India. Critically analyse. (200 Words) 

  
Supreme Court struck down governor's action to unilaterally summon the state assembly 
and send messages to it as unconstitutional in the recent Arunachal Pradesh case. The 
immediate implications of the decision are as follows:- 

~ Role of governor to act on his discretion is further diminished.  

~ Restoration of the previous government due to the court's decision. 

~ Reinforcing the notion that governor is a mere titular head and cannot act without the 
"aid and advise" of the council of ministers. 

~ Doctrine of judicial review widened to include the actions of the governor. 

~ Upholding the rule of law. 

Regardless of the rightness or wrongness of the decision, it has far reaching consequences 
for the future of government-judiciary relations in India.  

~ Undermining the office of governor: Governor is increasing becoming a 'political person', 
contrary to his/her role. 

~ Article 163 states that in deciding what falls under the discretion of the governor, the 
decision of governor is final. No court can question the actions of the governor. Hence, SC's 
decision is against article 163 and questions the doctrine of basic structure used. 

~ While the judiciary is using the "checks and balances" doctrine to look into actions of 
executive, there is no such machinery to check on the power of judiciary. 
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~ Also, it diminishes Governor's power to check on the abuse of power by elected state 
governments. 

~ Judiciary acting to alter balance of power in political organs: unintended by-product of it 
could be change in perception of judiciary as a political body. 

While the decisions of courts might be in public interest, it seems that judiciary is widening 
its power on the basis of 'good intentions and public support' rather than the basic 
structure doctrine. Excessive power in the hands of judges is not desirable and their 
accountability needs to be fixed. 
  
  

Q) Discuss the need and significance of Inter State Council for India’s federalism. (200 Words) 

  
Article 263 of the Indian Constitution provides for establishment of Inter State Council (ISC). 
It is not a permanent body. It can be established 'at any time' if it appears to the President 
that the public interests would be served by the establishment of such a Council. 
Nevertheless, with increasing rift between center and states, it can act as a problem solver. 

Its need and significance are:- 

~ In resolving conflict of interest between center and states by consultation and joint 
action. 

~ It can reach a consensus on role of Governor. 

~ It can decide upon the use of article 356 and other such constitutional matters. 

~ Other grievances of states like shifting of items from state to concurrent list can be 
addressed. 

~ Bridge trust deficit between center and states. 

~ Decide on devolution of funds. 

~ A platform for health debate and discussion. 

~ Judiciary can decide on matters affecting center-state relations on a case to case basis. It 
results in significant administrative and financial loss as in the case of recent Uttarakhand 
and Arunachal Pradesh crisis. ISC can reach a consensus on such issues beforehand so that 
crisis like situations does not arise. 

~ Center has exclusive powers to negotiate with foreign government and funding agencies. 
ISC will provide a platform to bring states on board too. 

~ Promote healthy competition between states. 
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However, NITI Aayog's Governing Council has a similar composition. So why ISC? 

~ ISC has constitutional backing. NITI Aayog is established by an executive mandate. 

~ NITI Aayog can decide on schemes, policies whereas ISC can decide on permanent 
matters which alters center-state relations like recommendations of committees. Thus, 
both the bodies will have separate matters to deal with. 

ISC meet was held in 2016 after a decade. A Constitutional Amendment to make ISC a 
permanent body is required. It will promote cooperative federalism. 
  

Q) It is said that the Government of NCT of Delhi Act of 1991 which was enacted by Parliament 

in pursuance of the new Article 239 AA (7) has sown the seeds of conflict of jurisdictions 

between Delhi and the Union government. Examine why. (200 Words) 

  
During new constitution setup for Delhi in 1991, Central Government want control and 
therefore parliament by enacting 239 AA transferred power to council of ministers. 

Reasons of Conflicts 

1. Rejection of Bills: the disqualification removal bill and sent back14 bills on the alleged 
ground that no prior sanction of the Central government was obtained before introducing 
them in the assembly. 

2. The Constitution (69th Amendment Act) of 1991 which created the present 
constitutional set-up of Delhi did not settle jurisdictional issues 

3. Transaction of business rules (Rule 55): which make provision of prior sanction of the 
Central government for introducing any bill in the Delhi assembly under Section 44 of the 
NCT Act 

4. Extraneous matter: LG required to act to deal with the difference of opinion between the 
LG and the ministers 

5. Untrammeled powers by Provision: to the Union government to make a government in 
Delhi virtually non-functional. The constitutional and statutory provisions governing Delhi 
are vague and unclear 

6. Judicial intervention is a more adversarial response, further stifling the relation between 
the centre and the local government 

What is needed is cooperation and not conflict; and finally, a legislative intervention can be 
more comprehensive, with scope for unique and innovative new models devised specifically 
for the city. 
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Q) Critically comment on India’s policy on northeastern states. (200 Words) 

  
Policies: 

1. North East Ministry: for development of north-eastern region and earmarked 10% of 
funds from each ministry for the region.  

2. North East vision 2020 & DONER plan scheme: for capacity building and technical 
assistance for skill development and employability and entrepreneurship 

3. North East Rural Livelihood Project: assisted by World Bank create self-governance, 
sustainable community around SHG, Youth groups and Community development Groups 

4. SARDP-NE: Rs 40,000 crore for massive road infrastructure development has been 
committed by the Government for North East 

5. Kaladan Multi-Modal Transit Transport Project: to the North Eastern states through 
Myanmar would facilitate trade and economic development of region 

Way Forward: 

1. Holistic Development: Policy should be framed considering overall development instead 
of ethnic lines 

2. Appropriate institutions: should be built and special facilities, if need be, should be 
provided to implement their decisions 

3. Greater empowerment of the North Eastern Council & DoNER: to get access to 10% 
fund of the Non-Lapsable Central Pool of Resources  

4. Demilitarization, Regional Connectivity & training: inter-regional as well as intra-
regional, through all-weather roads, rail and air; facilities for intensive skill development 
training; control Drug trafficking, gun-running and money laundering 

Parallel focus on policy ‘Look-Act North East’ policy along with ‘Act East’ policy would help 
NE to overcome Plethora of complex problems. 
  

Topic: Functioning of judiciary; mechanisms, laws, institutions and Bodies constituted for the 

protection and betterment of vulnerable sections 

  

Q) Critically examine the role played by Supreme Court in championing the cause of disabled 

people in India. (200 Words) 

  
SC recent judgment along with strict implementation guidelines would have effect on 
empowerment of disabled but need examine how and what way it would affect their 
condition 
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Positives: 

1. 3 per cent government jobs for disabled: Employment is a key factor in becoming self-
dependent and hemlp them overcoming marginalization 

2. No applicability of 50% cap: would enable state government to have flexibility in planning 
quota accordingly 

3. Group A and Group B inclusion in reservation: Government created a distinction between 
posts and disabled does not entry to Group A but now onward to get entry via direct 
recruitment and promotion and SC considered it illegal and inconsistent” with the Persons 
with Disabilities Act of 1995 

Challenges to overcome: 

1. Social barriers: disabled people are out of job not because their disability rather it is 
social and practical barriers that prevent them from joining the workforce so merely 
increasing 3% reservation may not only help 

2. Identifying right Post: Although SC has directed to identify post but recent cases have 
been seen selected Jr. engineering candidates doing work of sweeper 

3. Failure of Centre and states: They have failed to provide reservation to the blind and low 
vision persons in past. Enforcing guidelines may not have impact due to slow action of laws 
proceedings 

4. Dignity at work: Even selected candidate may face discrimination and work places rules 
and law creation hold significance 

Disability rights though courts would help to some extent in the empowerment and 
inclusion of people with disabilities but for significantly reform social awareness and minds 
need to be changed. Society need to join fight against discrimination and so disabled would 
get amalgamated in to main stream. 
  

Q) Do you think it is prudent on part of the Supreme Court to intervene and direct bodies 

such as BCCI to accept certain committee’s recommendations to change their way of 

functioning? Substantiate. (200 Words) 

  
The Board of Control for Cricket in India (BCCI) is the national governing private body for 
cricket in India. The recent Lodha 

Committee recommendations on BCCI and Supreme Court endorsing those 
recommendations has raised questions if SC can intervene its functioning or not. 

Arguments in favor of judgment: 
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1) Cricket has now become the national spirit game of the country. Any irregularities in its 
functioning hurts the billions of people's 

sentiments 

2) The recent unearthed match fixing and scams has demonstrated that if these are not 
controlled well in time, will become a monster in days to come 

3) Many of cricketers are brand ambassadors for many products. If malign cricketers 
endorse the products, it will deteriorate country's image as well 

4) Betting in cricket has raised to the extent that many people get bankrupt in the IPL 
seasons 

However, there are certain points which can prove Supreme court has overstepped its 
jurisdiction: 

1) BCCI is a private body. Article 19.1(c) entitles the citizen to form associations. Hence, 
Supreme Court should not have any say over 

its working 

2) Lodha Panel has suggested many reforms which practicaly cannot be applied as those are 
mere administrative reforms 

3) Supreme Court is itself burdened with lots of other important pending cases which 
should have been resolved prior to its hearing 

India is a land where people acknowledge cricket as another religion. Any ups and downs 
directly affects people's sentiments. Hence, making recommendations for revival of such 
boards is a well judgmental step towards cleaning the national sport. 
  
  

Topic:Structure, organization and functioning of the Ministries and Departments of the 

Government. 

  

Q) It is argued that India should do away with separate ministry and minister for housing and 

urban poverty alleviation and for urban development, and combine both. Examine why. (200 

Words) 

  
India is a rapidly urbanising nation. With more than half of its population expected to be 
living in cities by 2020. 

In this regard various steps need to taken to ensure good governance of urban areas and 
merging of ministry for housing, urban poverty alleviation with the ministry for urban 
development is one because: 
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1. This will help avoid duplication of effort,  

2. bring in much needed synergies,  

3. enable cooperation among the relevant departments,  

4. and most importantly result in better and more coordinated implementation of welfare 
policies and schemes. 

Apart from this reduced costs of maintaining secretariats, and extra bureaucrats will also 
come down. 

This will help in all round development of administration of urban areas and consequently 
result in better administration and development of urban areas. 
  
  

Topic: Statutory, regulatory and various quasi-judicial bodies 

  

Q) “..the central banks should always act in a predictable way and never surprise the 

markets.” Do you think there should be predictability in monetary policy? Comment. (200 

Words) 

  
The central bank directly or indirectly effect the economy by its monetary policy. It should 
be predictable upto some extend as-- 

1. Any impulse in market may lead to destruction of infant start-ups. 

2. predictable monetary policy stabilises market and ensures government and investors 
stability. 

3. It will encourage fiscal management as it has organic relationship with monetary policy. 

4, Scheduled banks and institutions will have predictable and progressive policies. This will 
add to the economy. 

Predictability in monetary policy has many advantages but- 

1. It reduces the dependence of banks and institutions on central bank. 

2. Predictability in long term is neither possible nor good for economy. 

3. Surprises in market are necessary to boost some sick/dead section of economy. 

Recent formation of monetary policy committee is forward step towards stability and 
transparency of monetary policy. Need is to maintain predictability upto some extent to 
spur economy while maintaining central bank regulation. 
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Topic: Issues relating to development and management of Social Sector/Services relating to 

Health, Education, Human Resources; Important aspects of governance, transparency and 

accountability, e-governance- applications 

  

Q) Recently, the Union government added coronary stents to the national list of essential 

medicines (NLEM) 2015, effectively bringing them under price control. Examine the impact 

of this decision on various stakeholders. (200 Words) 

  
Recent Government decision to include coronary stents to the national list of essential 
medicines (NLEM) in order to control its price has met with negative reception by 
manufactures but it would give relief to growing heart diseases patients. 

Impact on Patients: 

1. Affordable Health services: price will be fixed and cost of devices would be within reach 
of middle and lower middle class patients 

2. Reduce Burden: high burden of coronary heart disease in the country and the enormous 
need of percutaneous coronary intervention or angioplasty with stent 

3. Satisfy needs: only about 3 out of 1000 coronary heart disease needy patients are treated 
with angioplasty compared to 32 in the US which is unmet as of now due to high prices 

Impact on Manufacturer and Industry: 

1. Impact Innovation: Companies may not invest in R&D which would limit introduction of 
innovative products as they would not get profit from business point of view 

2. Reduction in Quality of Devices: consequent price cap could stop manufacturers from 
introducing technologically advanced stents in India 

3. Effect Make in India campaign: Industries may prefer to setup production elsewhere due 
to operational cost disadvantage 

4. Effect FDI: A price control on the nascent medical devices sector would not be conducive 

Government would have much control over pricing and while health care making policies. 

There should be much focus on healthcare policies especially for vulnerable sections. 
Instead of too much control on medical devices prices which would impact investment in 
R&D and growth of health devices market which is in nascent stage. Drug prices and devices 
prices control should be taken on separate regulatory mechanism. 
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Q) The BCCI is headed for radical change along the lines laid down by the Lodha Committee. 

Discuss the recommendations accepted by the Supreme Court and their likely impact on 

cricket governance in India. (200 Words) 

  
In the wake of IPL scandal,the transparency and accountability of BCCI in administering the 
cricket issues came into question. Supreme Court appointed S.M.Lodha Committee to look 
into the flaws of cricket administration and suggest required reforms. The 
recommendations accepted by the Supreme Court are: 
  
1.Tenure and age limit for board and state association members: The tenure limit is a 
maximum of three years each,to be served non - consecutively, and with a mandatory 
cooling-off period after each term. 
Age limit of BCCI members is drawn to 70. 
  
2.One state,one vote: Each state is given only one state and for the States having multiple 
associations,annual rotation policy is suggested. 
  
3.Exclusion of Ministers and active bureaucrats from holding positions in state associations 
or the board. 
  
4.Restructuring of BCCI's management committee: By including two player's 
representatives and a member from the office of CAG. 
  
5.Elimination of duality of roles:A member of a state association is no longer allowed to 
concurrently hold a position with the Board. 
  
6.Player's Association: Thus includes the retired players who could be beneficial to the 
present players. 
  
7.Appointment of three special officers:An ombudsman,an electoral officer and an ethics 
officer. 
  
Impact on cricket governance:- 
  
~Ensures a level playing field for all the state associations and promote of regional balance 
in sports. 
~To protect the cricket administration from any political influence upto some extent the 
ministers and bureaucrats are not allowed. 
~A nominee from CAG to ensure more accountability. 
~Tenure and age limit changes are going to effect the present position of key persons in 
cricket administration. 
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~With player's association, the cricket players(both retired and present) are going to have a 
voice to speak about their issues. 
  

Q) Do we need a national-level common test, and if so, should it cover all institutions, 

government and private, aided or unaided and run by minorities or otherwise? Critically 

comment. (200 Words) 

  
The recent news of National Eligibility Entrance Test (NEET) to conduct a common entrance 
test for all medical exams has brought a lot of controversy along with it.  

The merits can be mentioned as: 

1) The students need not have to prepare separately for all exams. Students can focus 
directly on one syllabus throughout the preparation phase. 

2) Lobbying and selling of seats will come to an end. Medical seats are being sold at 50 
lakhs for some colleges. 

3) It will be easier for the students to apply for college seat and any change in the selection 
process or academic rules can be applied 

on single go across all colleges. 

However, there are certain demerits which can be illustrated as: 

1) There will be substantial change in the pattern of questions to many students. For e.g, 
Tamil govt has removed MCQs and similarly 

many other states prepare ques in regional language 

2) There will be administrative and procedural challenges for the govt to unify all 
universities/colleges in one exam 

3) It may bring depression and confidence loose to the students preparing in such stream 

4) The minorities institutions are constitutionally backed under Article 29. Govt cannot take 
decisions w/o having their due consent 

The govt must implement such rules gradually after due discussion with all states and 
colleges. The deliberate move can only bring such initiatives into practice. Supreme Court 
has to wait before ruling any decision. 
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Q) The commitment to achieve Universal Health Coverage (UHC) by 2030 is a mandate set by 

the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) of the UN and signed up to by India in September 

2015. Define UHC. What are the challenges that government faces in achieving UHC and how 

it can overcome these challenges? Discuss. (200 Words) 

  
Status of health sector in India has shown abysmal trend over the years.There has been an 
occasional silver lining in this depressing trend but the situation need far more 
improvement. Universal Health Coverage (UHC) means ensuring primary health care for all 
and ensuring affordable secondary and tertiary health care.To achieve the goal of UHC in 
synchronization with the SDGs the government has to meet the following challenges- 

1)Insufficient budget allocation : Health spending in India has stagnated at 1.2% of the GDP. 
The draft National Health Policy 2015 envisages a minimum of 2% spending for adequate 
health services to be delivered. 

2)Lack of human resources: There is a dearth of skilled doctors and nurses in the country. 
The number of health professionals required per thousand of population stands very low as 
compared to developed nations. This is a direct result of lack of quality medical education 
institutions. 

3)Private sector and out-of-pocket expenditure: Due to lack of number of proper public 
sector facilities, a majority of public gets diverted to private sector facilities that charge high 
prices for treatment facilities. This lead to an increase in out-of-pocket-expenditure of 
public thereby pushing many households into poverty. 

4) Targeting of non-communicable diseases: There is no comprehensive program which 
provides for proper targeting of non-communicable diseases which share a major portion of 
disease burden in India. 

5) Wrecked MCI: MCI is plagued with corruption and as a decision making body has turned 
out to be quite inefficient. 

Government can handle the above challenges in following ways- 

1)More budget allocation for health and ensuring effective spending,plugging all leakages 
of funds. 

2) Better educational facilities by opening up of multi-speciality institutions like AIIMS and 
training colleges for medical staff as nurses and ward boys. 

3) Partnership with private sector to provide subsidised facilities to economically weaker 
sections of the society. 

4) Launching of a comprehensive health insurance programme. 

5)Strengthening of AYUSH facilities with proper certifications and training programmes. 
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6)Revamping of MCI which has already been conceived in the idea of National Medical 
Commission. 

Health-for-all should be the guiding light for government which should strive continuously 
to catch up with the SDGs. 
  

Q) It is said that India has failed to tackle Hepatitis – C. Discuss the reasons and suggest 

solutions. (200 Words) 

  
Hepatitis C, an inflammation in liver. Significantly bigger epidemic than HIV, yet there is less 
awareness about it. India failed to tackle it because: 

1) Lack of Data - due to lack of data about patients, government is unable to assign 
appropriate budget to address the problem by policies, free tests and free treatment.  

2) Unaffordable treatment – High cost of medicine and lack of financial support(only 24% of 
population is covered with health insurance) making it hard for poor to fight 

3) Lack of awareness: Less Awareness about causes of this disease, preventive measures 
and how to overcome it. 

4) Lack of sanitation - invasive medical procedures using contaminated equipment, unsafe 
blood transfusion, re usage of injections 

Solutions: 

1) Affordable Prices: AYUSH to come up with affordable alternatives, Vaccination and 
generic medicines. 

2) Awareness campaigns: Creating awareness how unsafe blood transfusion, unprotected 
sex, tattoo with contaminated equipment can lead to this chronic disease. 

3) More Treatment Centers: Gov to provide more treatment facilities in hospitals and also 
some dedicated centers (inclusion of health care workers ASHA)at rural areas. 

India has the second highest number of HCV-infected people in the world. Government 
should come up with quick policies to tackle it, before we lost more lives. 
  

Q) Critically discuss how should India deal with dengue epidemic. (200 Words) 

  
Dengue (pronounced DENgee) fever is a painful, debilitating mosquito-borne disease 
caused by any one of four closely related dengue viruses. 

The increase in the frequency of outbreaks is a recent phenomenon in India and need 
holistic approach including all stake holder to fight this menace. 
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Steps to fight Dengue: At Government level 

1. Investment in R&D: to the search for a vaccine e.g. Indo-US Vaccine Action Programme, 
the Delhi-based International Centre for Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology  

2. Mass Awareness Campaign: Innovative methods including prevention, innovative 
methods like community driven participation programs, methods to identify normal fever 
and Dengue 

3. Increasing Ambit of epidemic: Need to include in awareness drives that Aedes aegypti, 
the mosquito that carries dengue, is also the carrier of zika — and chikungunya 

4. The dosage of temefos, a WHO-approved larvicide that can be added to potable water 

5. Public Healthcare expenditure: It requires management skills to handle large forces of 
field workers who perform simple actions reliably 

Steps to fight Dengue: At household and community level 

1. Regular Cleaning of collect water and teaching other to do same, Community level 
awareness program at urban and rural level 

2. Water tanks be emptied, cleaned and refilled every week at neighborhood level 

3. Joining Government and social workers efforts and support them to visit houses to check 
if Larva removed effectively or not 

It is necessary to embark on comprehensive public health initiatives at all levels before 
waiting for any particular season and outbreak 
  

Q) Examine the difficulties faced by Tuberculosis (TB) patients in getting treatment in India. 

Also examine what government can do to provide effective TB treatment. (200 Words) 

  
Tuberculosis/TB is one of India's major health problems with infections of over 3 million out 
of around 8 million cases globally.India also has a distinction of being home to world's 
largest epidemic of drug resistant TB with an infections of about 4000 cases per year 
(according to WHO estimates).India started National TB Programme(NTP) way back in 
1962,which is now known as Revised National Tuberculosis Control Programme(RNTCP) 
which has target detection rate and cure rate of around 70% and 85% respectively.Though 
there are many initiatives ,TB patients in India face many difficulties in getting treatment. 

Problems faced by TB patients in India 

1.Delayed Diagnosis:Adoption of own methodology by private doctors whom people prefer 
over public sector which are inadequate and not inline with Directly Observed Treatment 
Short course(DOTS) of RNTCP recommended by WHO. 
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2.Lack of AYUSH treatment Protocol: As there are abundance of AYUSH doctors people 
usually approach them which results in total neglect or referral to private clinics.  

3.Empirical approach by doctors:Treatment based on observation rather than logical 
approach results in using drugs as a diagnostic tool which might mask symptoms for some 
amount of time leading to delayed treatment. 

4.No sudden tests for diagnosis :Doctors usually dont conduct tests too early as the patient 
may migrate to other clinics fearing high expenses. 

5:Use of second line drugs: Doctors with out conducting drug susceptibility testing use 
second line drugs first line drugs which results in delayed cure. 

Tuberculosis needs to be dealt with WHO-DOTS strategy whose pillars are political will and 
administrative commitment,Diagnosis by quality assured sputum spear 
microscopy,uninterrupted supply of quality assured short course chemotherapy 
drugs,directly observed treatment and finally systematic treatment and 
accountability.Reducing cost of diagnosis test like Genexpert and advanced tests like 
bronchoscopy and fine needle aspiration is a must.Awareness campaigns and counselling 
for patients to deal with their non compliance and careless attitude.private doctors must be 
forced to make referrals to public sector or to convince patients to conduct diagnostic tests 
as quick treatment and follow though is the best medicine for TB. 
  
  

Q) Can a university have a religious character? In your opinion, what should be university’s 

ideal character? In the light Aligarh Muslim University’s minority status related controversy, 

critically comment. (200 Words) 

  
Nothing precludes a university from having a religious character. In fact, the term 
‘educational institution’ under A. 30 includes university (SC in Aziz Basha). We should rather 
ask, should a university have religious character? 

If we see the evolution of universities, it all started as religious institutions. But that was 
only because the prevalent times of pre-renaissance Europe was permeated by a religious 
zeitgeist. Also, few sovereigns bothered to take the burden of educating subjects and the 
responsibility naturally fell upon Church. Things, already changing saw a radical change 
after the FRENCH REVOLUTION when State sought to secularize education. Even religious 
seminaries like al-Azhar sought to secularize themselves while trying to turn themselves 
into universities.  

UNIVERSALIZATION, rather than PARTICULARISM is the teleological goal of university. More 
so in modern times when globalization and the rising spectre of terrorism and xenophobia 
threaten world peace. 

In the particular case of AMU, a few things need to be considered 
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1) Undoubtedly, Muslims are not properly represented in our educational institutions. But, 
the AJLAF MUSLIMS (backward caste Muslims) are victims of double disability of caste as 
well as religious minority. A. 15 (5) empowers State to make special provisions for any 
socially and educationally backward class of citizens. What can we do to harmonize it with 
A. 30 (Right of religio-linguistic minorities to est. And manage edu. Insti.)? 

2) Are minority institutions only solution to skewed presence of minority students in 
universities. 

3) Minority schools adequately ensure protection and continued propagation to culture, 
religion and language of minorities. Should it continue to universities or we should impart 
secular universal education in universities? 

A minority status to AMU is not the only way to ensure protection to minorities and give 
them proper representation. Secular thinking will benefit the minorities as much as it does 
the majority. 
  

Q) The Supreme Court has exempted minority schools from the purview of the RTE Act. Are 

there any provisions of the RTE Act that are universally applicable? Critically examine.  (200 

Words) 

  
Right to Education Act (RTE) on 2009 for free and compulsory education for children 
between 6 and 14 in India under Article 21A of the Indian Constitution. 

Provisions which are Universally Applicable 

1. Article 29(2): a government-aided minority school cannot discriminate against students 
on grounds of religion, race, caste, language in the matters of their admission 

2. Provisions and norms: RTE Act has universal provisions on infrastructural norms, pupil-
teacher ratio, prohibition on screening tests and capitation fee and ban on corporal 
punishment without discrimination 

3. Article 21A: in the Indian constitution making Education a fundamental Right 

Conflicting Provisions: 

1. Cultural Trust v. Union of India (2014) & Pramati judgment: SC had exempted minority 
schools from the purview of the RTE Act 

2. No-detention policy (NDP): obligation not in the Act but under Article 21 of the Indian 
Constitution and in the “best interest” of the child and could independently be considered a 
fundamental right 
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3. Rights of minorities: RTE conflict Article 30 with the specific contexts of the rights of 
minorities to establish and administer educational institutions of their choice. But it is not 
absolute and not misadministration. So RTE can be enforced for its benefit. 

Recent conflicting judgments- Sobha George and Pramati needs a ‘constitutionally-
permissible balance’ between right to education and minority rights requires an 
interpretation that makes them mutually reinforcing rather than irreconcilable. 
  

Q) Examine how Aadhaar can be used to overhaul the healthcare sector in India. (200 Words) 

  
Streamlining of technological inputs with multiple health sector schemes in India can help 
in reviving this ailing sector in a lot many ways.This can be done in the following possible 
ways: 

1)Providing health insurance benefits:India still does not have a proper framework for 
providing a health insurance.The draft national health policy 2015 aims to provide a proper 
health insurance to people at low premiums which can be availed for treatment at both 
public and private sector facilities. Targeting for health insurance can be done on basis of 
Aadhaar cards.That way bank accounts would be linked directly to insurance schemes and 
premiums can be directly deducted from the bank account. 

2)Registration of birth:A child's birth certificate can be linked to his mother's Aadhaar 
card.This would update all records of the mother simultaneously. 

3)Indradhanush immunization: This scheme can be linked with records of mother's Aadhaar 
card.That would help in maintaining regular track record of immunization and send alerts to 
the linked mobile number when the next due date for immunization comes. 

4)Maintaining medical history records:Whenever a patient is admitted in a public or private 
hospital,his medical history records could be checked easily if they are present in the form 
of an Aadhaar linked database. In that database necessary reports and scans can be 
attached so that the patient's records can easily be accessed in case of transfer from one 
hospital to another. 

To make all of the suggestion a possible reality, a secure network and centralized data 
storage facility is required. Breach of security of such records can lead to gross misuse of 
data. A proper framework is required to make targeted delivery of health services through 
Aadhaar a success. 
  

Q) A rating system has been proposed to incentivise government health facilities to deliver 

better healthcare to patients. Examine the merits of this system and cautions to be taken in 

its implementation. Also comment if this system should be implemented in other 

departments of the government. (200 Words) 
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The Indian Express 
  
Distinguishing with schemes and initiatives launched hitherto- where finances to states 
were uniform, rating system has been proposed to enable competition in the sector to 
receive more funds as per the performance measured by ratings achieved in a stipulated 
time period. 

Merits: 

 Transparency: states are eligible for more funds if their ratings are relatively better, 
thus this encourages transparency and encourages competition on a positive note 

 Incentives to improve consistently: unlike present distribution of major chunk of 
funds, it takes into account the performance of health care institutions in a state to 
determine future funding hence incentives to continually improve and will promote 
competition.  

 Public awareness: It'll act as benchmark of a state's health infrastructure thus enabling 
public perception about their own state's condition. Politically it'll encourage positive 
competition among parties to call for easy to understand rating objective rather than 
vague election promises 

Demerits: 

 Those already at the bottom will inherently acquire lesser ratings and hence lesser 
funds so for initial period this should be normalised among states 

 Quantity than quality: institutions might focus on increasing their quantitative 
infrastructure rather than improve services 

 Lacks exact translation of ratings into monetary values- the function used for this 
translation has to make sure the funds distribution is inclusive 

Rating system has been used very effectively in private sector all over the world. With 
adequate measures it can be implemented in depts. like elementary and secondary 
Education (MHRD recently released College rankings), PRIs and municipalities based on 
revenue generation sources, effective policy implementation etc. 
  

Q) “Successive governments have failed to meet their constitutional obligations in the field 

of education and have, instead, systematically deprived, then disparaged and now 

demolished state-run schools, and this has had the effect of reinforcing rather than removing 

class, caste and gender inequalities.” Critically comment. (200 Words) 

  
Frontline 
  

http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/editorials/health-tips-2886610/
http://www.frontline.in/cover-story/public-education-in-the-marketplace/article8755574.ece?homepage=true
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Recent steps taken by Government to improve education quality and universalization have 
good impact but came along with some challenges that need to be tackled with short and 
long terms solutions. 

Positive Steps taken Government in fields of Education:  

1. Universalization schemes: Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA), Rashtriya Madhyamik Shiksha 
Abhiyan (RMSA) 

2. Performance Indicators for Elementary Education (PINDICS) to track teacher 
performance and attendance in Government schools 

3. Prashikshak, an online teacher education portal 

4. Global Initiative of Academic Network or GIAN, under which eminent scholars from 
abroad were recruited to teach students of higher courses 

5. Indigenous ranking framework for universities and institutes 

Issue and challenges need to work upon: 

1. Saffronization of education as per critics: Recent changes in NCERT books reinforcing 
class, caste and gender inequalities instead of focusing on improvisation, RSS and AVBP 
influence in education reforms. 

2. Lack of Transparency: shrouds in NEP draft procedure, UGC, NUEPA, NCERT and regional 
institutions about education policy 

3. No focus on Equality and social justice: Before the NPE, democratic goals and the 
guiding principles for education policy NPE coincided with the adoption of the economic 
reforms in 1991 

4. Violating the constitutional obligation: eg: Low quality District Primary Education 
Programme (DPEP) under pressure of World bank 

5. No bill to work on Limitations of the (RTE): It excluded pre-school Early Childhood Care 
and Education for 0-5-year-olds. It excluded secondary education for 15-18-year-olds 

6. Net attendance ratio (NAR): The poorest fifth of the population have NAR of 18 per cent 
(rural) and 23 per cent (urban); 

The unhealthy division of schools into “elite”, “semi-elite” and “common man’s schools” 
based solely on privilege and wealth have neither an educational basis nor social value in a 
democratic society. Need to work on recommendations like common school system by 
Kothari Commission. 
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Q) “While issues of accessibility and enrolment have improved dramatically in the past 

decades, issues relating to the quality of education at both school and higher levels have not 

been addressed adequately either in policy or in practice.” Critically examine. (200 Words) 

  
Frontline 
  
  
Education sector is one of the main pillars for future development and progress of nation. 
India has progressed extensively in the enrolment ratio of children but lacks the quality in 
education in schools .  

Recent Ncert reports shows that class 5 child is unable to read class 2 text , low speaking 
skills etc 

Major problems faced by education sector of India: 

1) Financial problems - government spending in education sector is very less as compared 
to other countries  

2)infrastructure problems - there is lack of infrastructure in schools like proper classes , 
toilets , books  

3)teachers problems- low teacher pupil ratio, lack of proper training to teachers, less focus 
in skills have also led to deterioration in quality of education 

4) administration problems - high levels of corruption prevents reaching of needed financial 
help required for schools 

5)children problem - lower socio economic background , uneducated parents , less 
resources further prevent children to drop out of the schools 

Solutions to improve the quality of education : 

1) increase the spending on education which will solve the problem of financial crunch 

2) proper training of teachers , increasing the number of teachers in schools would to some 
extent help students 

3) innovative solutions like e-education , egyankosh , digital learning programme will help in 
proper learning skills of children 

4) proper implementation and ground level monitoring of various schemes and 
programmes launched by government like rte , midday meal , sarva shiksha abhiyan 
scheme for their success 

5) improving infrastructure in schools like building toilets which will increase the enrolment 
of girls 

http://www.frontline.in/cover-story/for-quality-and-equality/article8755664.ece?homepage=true
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Though lot have been done in education sector what is needed now is to shift the focus 
from increasing the enrolment ratio to quality of education. This requires coordinated 
efforts from government , administration and society to improve the quality education in 
India. 
  

Q) Critically discuss the provisions of consultation paper on adoption of cloud computing 

services by government departments released from the Telecom Regulatory Authority of 

India (Trai) in view of the National Telecom Policy 2012. (200 Words) 

  
The regulator's move comes on the back of a telecom department request dating back to 
December 2012, where it sought recommendations on regulatory framework for cloud 
computing, security over cloud, quality of service of cloud services, interchangeability 
among cloud players and legal framework for multiple jurisdictions. 

Issues with Provisions: 

1. Control content providers and aggregators: It is too much control which should be left to 
market forces or dealt with by other regulators 

2. Confusing issues of privacy and security: with Net neutrality in its pre-consultation paper 
on Net neutrality 

3. Support License Raj for CSPs 

4. Lack of international standards: Cloud data is stored across multiple countries 

5. Lack of Dispute resolution Mechanism: If in case of billing and metering arrangement, 
data control and migration, mandatory interoperability between two CSPs, 

Important Step in following ways in view of National Telecom Policy 2012 

1. Incentivizing and Promotion: tax subsidies for promoting cloud services in India and 
incentivizing the private sector for creating data centres and cloud services platforms locally 

2. Policy framework and implementation roadmap for adoption of cloud services by 
government users in India. Adoption of cloud services is important from point of view 
Digital India, startup India and skill India mission 

3. Quality of service (QoS) parameters for measuring performance of cloud service 
providers. 

4. Issues of security of data over cloud: during live migration of data from one cloud service 
provider to another, and responsibility of players and end users in the light of security of 
this data and national security as paramount 

5. Uniform standards: Consumers can shift eg. From Microsoft Cloud to Amazon's service 
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It is important from point of ease of doing business” and “liberalize”/“deregulate” that 
Government must left industry to market driven forces with control on implementation 
side. 
  

Q) “The consequences for India of retaining the protocols of a colonial bureaucracy are 

obvious. The system is imbued with ‘procedural rationality’ where the focus is not on the 

outcome but on adherence to procedure.” In the light of the statement, critically examine 

the need for reforms in administration in India. (200 Words) 

  
Our bureaucracy system also show behavioural pattern of colonial bureaucracy to some 
extent , as the latter extracted resources from our country and also suppressed our people 
when they tried to revolt against them. Current situation of our bureaucracy system force 
us to recall the early grim picture of colonial bureaucracy. 

Problems: 

-Lack of proper accountability and transparency towards their working. 

-Special attention towards economic reforms only. 

-Patronage given to civil servants by politicians for their own benefit. 

-Very focus on PROCEDURAL RATIONALITY rather on outcomes. 

-Ascending CORRUPTION & GRAFT CHARGES by civil servants leads to ineffective 
governance case (Recently case of IAS Rajendra kumar). 

-Communication gap between local citizens and civil servants clearly undermines the 
overall goal of bureaucracy. 

Possible Steps: 

-REGULAR INVESTIGATION should be conducted of public servants without getting nod 
from the government ( affirmative suggestion by Madrash H.C.) 

-Economic Reforms along with an overhauled Administrative Reforms is need of the hour) 

-No patronage should be given to public servants by politicians. To check this there should 
be a formation of an independent body. 

-Need of proper accountability and transparency towards them. DIGITAL INDIA could be 
positive step such that their working performance should be regularly updated on site. 

-Attention should be given on outcomes not on PROCEDURES as they not only lead to 
resource wastage but time also. 

-Political will is must because development is impossible without effective governance. 
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Hence, the positive intent must originate in politics and motivate the bureaucracy to 
deleiver on its mandate. Also to restore the faith of citizens in bureaucracy a serious and 
comprehensive ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMS is need of the hour. 
  

Q) Lack of rules creates governance based heavily on political and bureaucratic discretion. 

Do you think India strongly needs a rule based governance system? Discuss why. (200 Words) 

  
Governance which lies on pillar of discretion and whims lead to Deal economy often seen as 
the nexus between politicians, bureaucrats and business— by common people as opposed 
to “rule economies” which presents transparent picture and enhance faith. 

Need of rule based governance: 

1. Transparency and Trust: Rules creates transparency in functioning and improves the trust 
between citizens/investors and government e.g. People believe on SC decisions which are 
based on rulings 

2. Prevents misuse of public assets: In absence of rules people discretion often leads to 
biasness e.g. Kingfisher recent case of bank loans 

3. To fight Corruption and cronyism: In dealing with public resources, contracts and money 
is a fertile ground for corruption and rules are much needed to prevent and tackle such 
happening 

4. Innovation and competition: Rules based environment create business, creativity and 
innovation for successful, sustainable economic model for a country like India e.g. 1991 
liberalization 

Some issue with too much rules based Governance need to be handled: 

1. Lead to Delays: too much rule based system would result in multi-level approval and 
further delay decisions which are important for development 

2. Increased no of cases: Violation and questions about rule interpretation would create 
clashes and result in increased no of cases on our courts 

3. Implementation issue: Understanding rules, enforcement and implementation 
framework would be costly which would further burden on economy 

It would be difficult for legislature to make rules for everything. Sometime decision has to 
be taken on rational approach in cases of emergency which demands important and quick 
decision from multiple dimensional rational point of view. So there should be proper mix 
and balance. 
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Q) It is argued that the true age of the middleman dawned in the wake of India’s economic 

reforms in the early 1990s. Do you agree? Critically discuss. (200 Words) 

  
The economic reforms in the early 1990s changed many things with respect to the state 
and market relations and the state and citizen as well. But it did nothing significant to 
dismantle the importance of middleman in the Indian economy. Earlier, the public had to 
take their ‘informally paid help’ to make their interaction with the state institutions and 
processes hassle free and post liberalisation they have taken a variety of new avatars 
serving as hindrances as well as facilitators as per the context. Thus I do agree that the true 
age of the middleman dawned in the wake of India’s economic reforms in the early 1990s. 

> Middleman as hindrance: 

1) They demand commission to reach the officials to get their job done. One who goes 
through middleman will get the priority among others. As a result, corruption becomes a 
systemic issue that is all pervasive. 

2) Aid in the public to get the benefits they are entitled to as only post liberalisation we 
have civic amenities like telephone connection, education, hospitals being provided by 
private firms. As a result quality is compromised and only who are able to pay more than 
what is needed will live comfortably. 

> Middleman as facilitator: 

1) Financialisation of economy did open up many opportunities for Indians to invest in 
stocks, mutual funds and the like. This has seen many stock broking institutes coming up 
which guide public in investing. 
2) The variety of consumer goods which are imported has seen many franchises granted to 
dealers who provide a significant connectivity in supply chain. This enables product choices 
as per affordability, quality and need at any time. 
3) Travel agents have been on the rise given the demand for fast transit in post liberalised 
economy where time is money. 
  

Q) It is said that the Supreme Court has shone much-needed light on the dark underbelly of 

the operation of the AFSPA and the effects it has had on governance and civil liberties. Discuss 

Supreme Court’s observations and their significance. (200 Words) 

  
The recent order of the SC on the applicability of AFSPA and the immunity it confers to the 
actions of military personnel would change its discourse in future. 

Observations  
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1. Constitutional guarantees of life and liberty: SC has taken serious note of thousands of 
deaths in the state of Manipur on account of gross human rights violations & cases reached 
same division of the army or the ministry of defence 

2. Contrast between law and order situation: SC emphasized military should act as 
supplementary to restore civil authority, and not to supersede the same completely by 
military administration 

3. Need of Constitution government: Democracy authority must always be the norm, and 
any deviation from the same cannot be unlimited, either in scope or time 

4. First time Enquiry in AFSA: SC looks in to in specific cases of deaths caused by the armed 
forces or the state police 

Significance: 

1. No immunity as under Section 6: to the security forces where the use of force is excessive 
or the encounter itself not genuine from prosecution 

2. Demand from other part like J&K and disturbed areas which would make situation 
difficult to handle by army 

3. In genuine situation terrorist attack, insurgency and emergency situation army may not 
able to take immediate steps which would have severe repercussions on overall citizens 
safety 

Although, It is a welcome step in extending the rule of law and fundamental rights to 
certain areas where its use is excessive but proper mechanism and responsible authority to 
identity what constitute encounter genuine or not and what conditions there would be 
restrictions. 
  

Q) “Blockchain, the technology behind Bitcoin offers far more interesting applications in the 

field of governance.” Discuss. (200 Words) 

  
Bitcoin technology solution used for online transaction could be helpful for problems like 
Authentication and authorization, intermediary to record each sale in the ledger, infeasible 
for small-value transactions would help in Governance transparency and accountability 

Advantage and application of blockchain in fields of Governance: 

1. Public contracts enforcing: can be put in blockchain to build a technological solution that 
does away with the need for human intermediation and guaranteeing title and establishing 
provenance 
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2. Change in Business transaction: Lawyers will no longer draft lengthy paper contracts but 
will instead prepare self-executing “smart contracts” that trigger payments via crypto-
currency on the occurrence of objective parameters 

3. Intellectual property rights: Artists will be able to demonstrate ownership by referencing 
their time-stamped locations on the blockchain avoid disputes 

4. Blockchain registry of public records: ill ensure that birth certificates, land records, tax 
receipts, passports, certificates of incorporation, MOM, that is tamper-resistant and 
publicly verifiable e.g. The government of Rajasthan recently enacted a law that offers 
state-guaranteed land titles could use this concept 

5. Enshrined in the bitcoin protocol is a blueprint for decentralized forms of governance 

Block chain is already a revolutionary step that will improve investor confidence and 
significantly boost the ease of doing business in the state, it is also a framework tailor-made 
for blockchain governance. 
  
  
  

Q) Recently Kerala government introduced ‘fat tax’ on certain calorie-rich food items such as 

pizzas, doughnuts and pasta. What is the objective of this tax? Critically comment on the 

purpose of this tax. (200 Words) 

  
The first-of its-kind move in the country that Kerala Government has proposed “Fat Tax” on 
fast food items like burgers, pizzas, donuts and pasta etc. served in branded restaurants in a 
bid to discourage the junk food culture. 

Objectives 

1. Discourage junk food: and play some role in healthy lifestyle of people as Kerala has one 
of the highest numbers of patients of diabetes or hypertension in the country caused due 
lifestyle changes 

2. Government revenue: expects the Fat tax will add an additional Rs.10 crore to the state 
coffers 

3. Health benefits: The fat tax’s major concern is with issues related to public health more 
than revenue generation 

Implications 

1. Impact on Food Industry: The revenue impact of the fat tax will be modest, but it could 
have a big impact nationwide on the food industry if other states follow suit 
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2. No effect on consumption pattern: Critics believe that imposing the tax is not going to 
change consumption patterns but will have an impact on the volume of such food products 
sold  

3. No price Burden on Customer: fast food consumed by the higher middle and upper 
classes and few percent increase would not have significant impact to discourage them 

Instead of fax tax more focus should be on tax some multinational food chains. For 
changing food habits for health benefits, there should be awareness drive instead solely 
focus on notion of using tax as a tool to alter consumer food preferences which could show 
results only for shorter time frame instead of long term benefits. 
  

Topic: Government policies and interventions for development in various sectors and issues 

arising out of their design and implementation 

  

Q) Recently, the industry lobby groups, bureaucrats and even Parliamentarians pressurised 

the government to review Section 44 of the Lokpal and Lokayuktas Act, 2013. Critically 

examine the reasons. (200 Words) 

  
Section 44: deals with the declaration of assets and liabilities of “public servants” — defined 
as a range of persons including the Prime Minister, Ministers, MPs, and officials of the 
government or of any organisation, trust or NGO that gets Rs 10 lakh as foreign aid or Rs 1 
crore as government aid 

Reasons: 

1. Definition of “public servant”: want to get its definition clear which is main reason of 
issue. Also thier point is that describing them “public Servant” would not be proper term 

2. Unnecessary intervention: It would create disruptions in the working of trusts, societies, 
charitable and non-profit organisations in important services like Hospitals, education, 
philanthropists 

3. Discourage Philanthropists and social workers: which could affect welfare work, helps to 
poor & vulnerable sections and abstained then from participating in social development 
services 

4. “wholly or partly financed by the Government” was ambiguous in bill act clause 

5. Harassment and shackle: concerns among NGOs that it would lead to their harassment 
and effect their activities 

No doubts bill has many goods points and gestures that Government would take but 
apprehensions of stakeholder need to be addressed without dilution its provisions. 
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Q) “The draft of the Geospatial Information Regulation Bill, 2016, that makes it mandatory to 

take permission from the Security Vetting Authority before acquiring, disseminating, 

publishing or distributing any geospatial information of India, actually ends up tying the 

hands of academics and researchers in India.” Comment. (200 Words) 

  
Recent Geospatial Information Regulation Bill 2016, though the intention of the bill is in the 
interest of the protection of the sovereignty and integrity of the country, but it would also 
impact some of much needed innovation and positives which require attention. 

Impact on academics and researchers: 

1. Less access of Maps for study: not making them accessible in the internet for the use of 
students, researchers, scientists, academics affect all academics teaching and researching in 
earth sciences  

2. Impact India’s Citizens only: One of reason bill came due to external entities like 
companies, neighboring countries produces wrong maps but bill would not control them 
but deterrent to researchers 

3. Red tapism and bureaucratic delay: approval of the Security Vetting Authority (SVA) 
could be time consuming 

4. Discourage and deter small- to medium-sized businesses: which would further reduce 
innovation and impact startup India campaign 

5. Maps and remote-sensing data bifurcation: As per bill there are two areas but it would 
difficult identify them apart solely by SVA 

Way forward: 

1. Dealing misinterpretation of Boundaries data: To avoid the problem of misrepresentation 
of our international boundaries, the simplest solution lies in uploading authenticated 
(authenticated, perhaps, by Survey of India with a watermark seal certification)  

2. The data recorded by satellite/aerial sensors/cameras do not lie, nor do they 
misrepresent. Instead, it is suggested that the data be left free, while restrictions be 
imposed on the information extracted 

3. The intention of the map-maker/user should be factored into the question of legality and 
illegality instead of shackles of draconian restrictions on freedom. 

A geospatial data and information regulation bill is a necessity; but not with all the 
provisions as proposed e.g. The punishments proposed in the bill for wrong depiction of 
boundaries of India are welcome, but, we believe, too harsh and act is demotivate for 
innovation and positive research work . 
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Q) Should RBI issue its own digital currency using blockchain technology or some other form 

of consensus network to help India become a cashless economy? Discuss. (200 Words) 

  
Introduction of a RBI-issued digital currency in India like a “Bharatcoin” could trigger a 
cascade of economic and societal benefits, while also encouraging financial inclusion and 
transparency. Block chain technology, a system of verifiable ledgers based on decentralized 
consensus system can help in realizing this goal. 

Digital currency as a benefit: 

1. Costs to lower: 

The costs of minting and deploying it are a fraction of the costs of printing, securing, 
distributing and eventually destroying paper-based money. 

2. Productivity boost: 

Savings are expected to increase further as more transactions are conducted digitally, 
delivering a substantial boost to productivity and growth across the entire economy. 

3.Trust increased: 

It would also infuse more trust into the current payments systems, especially newer ones, 
such as mobile money. Moreover, it is far more secure than cash and coins. 

4. Effective monetary policy: 

central banks as sole issuers of national currencies will help maintain monetary policy 
effectively without the need for new regulatory frameworks. 

5. Curbing black money: 

Itwould help address one of our major challenges—black money. As more transactions are 
conducted electronically, more transparency is embedded into the system 

The evolving technology faces risks and obstacles. Some of these stem from the public 
impression of Bitcoin, a currency created with this new technology. These problems include 
hacking attacks on Bitcoin wallets, governance challenges, threats to consumer 
protection, money-laundering concerns, resistance from entrenched financial institutions 
and raised regulatory eyebrows. 
  

Topic: mechanisms, laws, institutions and Bodies constituted for the protection and 

betterment of these vulnerable sections 

  

Q) Critically analyse recent amendments made to India’s child labour law. (200 Words) 
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Recent steps taken by Government to Child Labor have few positives but need to focus on 
some major pending issues. 
  
Pros 
  
1. Included adolescents: law prohibits their employment in work scheduled as hazardous 
between 14 and 18 years 
2. Prohibit all work, hazardous for children under 14: who now also enjoy the constitutional 
right to free and compulsory education 
3. Strict punishment to violators  
  
Cons  
  
1. Prohibited activities reduction: ban on hazardous adolescent work is accompanied by 
changes in the schedule of hazardous to just three now from 83 prohibited activities 
2. Family enterprises continued: As per study 80% of child labor reported within family. Also 
family is defined to include not just the child’s parents and siblings, but also siblings of the 
child’s parents 
3. Hazardous become Lawful: most of children in family owned business do bidi rolling, 
carpet weaving, making of bangles and handicrafts, etc. It actually makes lawful once again  
4. No legal obligations: of fair wages, healthy work conditions and social protection to the 
actual end-line workers who labour in isolated home-based units 
5. Helping family owned business: It is children who would be further disadvantaged by this 
amendment as focus would be on helping poor parents instead to study in school 
The law in the country has permitted children to be confined to work instead of being in 
schools and at carefree play. 
  

Q) Was India right in its recent abstention on the UNHRC resolution creating a post of an 

independent expert on sexual orientation and gender identity? Also critically comment on 

the Supreme Court’s verdict in Suresh Kumar Koushal v. Naz Foundation case. (200 Words) 

  
In order to decide Indian abstention right or not on UNHRC resolution for creating of 
independent expert on sexual orientation and gender identity, need to analyze significance 
of this new post: 

Significance: 

1. Study and reporting Human right violence: appointed officer would study & report 
nature, cause and extent of discrimination, human rights violation faced by LGBT 
community around the world 

2. Improvement of LGBT community condition: report would help in making Nation laws all 
over the world to protect LGBT community against violence and discrimination 
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Indian abstain from voting due to following reasons: 

1. Issue is sub judice: Although no official reason was given by India for its abstention 
except the issue of LGBT rights in India is a matter being considered by the Supreme Court.  

2. Section 377 of IPC: newly appointed expert would have to give sufficient weight to the 
fact against India’s that its laws proscribe, and even criminalise, homosexuality 

Comment on SC Verdict in Suresh Kumar Koushal v. Naz Foundation: 

1. LGBT unequal in citizenry: The judgment restored Section 377 and criminalize 
homosexuality which would have an impact on the fundamental right of a person to be 
treated with equal concern 

2. Verdict shows Majority opinion: Autonomy and freedom of minority group has been 
curbed by wish of majority in form of cruel law 

3. No harm to any person: If acts of homosexuality does not do any harm to either person 
then it is undeniable that a society’s moral judgment must play some role in determining 
the extent of its criminal laws 

SC and legislature can take step to awaken and imbibe society consciousness by presenting 
example does not deny to any person the right to be treated as an equal member of 
society, and the right to enjoy the Constitution’s foundational liberties. 
  

Topic: Issues relating to poverty and hunger 

Q) How did economic reforms change the average Indian’s diet? Discuss. (200 Words) 

  
Economic reforms did bring in great changes to what average Indians eat. Taking up data 
from the FAOSTAT, we may note that the consumption has now shifted towards more fruits 
and vegetables as compared to pulses and eggs have seen the most highest growth to the 
tune of eight times. 

>Reasons for this change: 

1) The information dissemination which has seen manifold increase post liberalisation has 
made Indians more health conscious. This is evident from the fact that consumption of red 
meat has reduced on one hand but poultry has increased, fruits and vegetables now find 
place in Indian menu more often than earlier. 

2) There has been enhanced possibility of import of selected products both finished and 
raw materials which have made manufacturing and consumption of customised food 
possible as per the demand and supply mechanism. It has also increased the per capita food 
supply to a greater order indicating less wastage of food crops produced. 
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3) Indians are increasingly imitating Western food habits. This has seen them becoming 
primary meat eaters which was not the case earlier when they were not exposed to 
restaurant outlets like KFC, McDonalds more as now. 

Despite the diversification of what Indians eat, they still eat only half of what China does. 
This is indicative from the malnutrition data that India adds one in every three child into the 
list of malnutrition despite ICDS in place since 1975 and mid-day meal scheme in operation 
across the nation. This indicates that the plate of Indians has been diversified but still the 
plate is not full. Diversification must also come with nutrition and only then will this shift in 
food habit will bode well for India which is seeing an alarming increase in child obesity 
today. 
  

Q) The “Global Nutrition Report 2016” once again demonstrates India’s slow overall progress 

in addressing chronic malnutrition, manifest in stunting (low weight for age), wasting (low 

weight for height), micronutrient deficiencies and over-weight. Discuss why India’s progress 

is slow and what needs to be done to address this issue. (200 Words) 

  
The overall nutritional problems are still prevailing in India, despite all efforts by 
government. These nutritional problems, especially in youth, need to be address 
immediately, for the betterment of people and as well for making India's economy strong 
with significant role of its human resources. 

REASONS FOR SLOW PROGRESS - 

1) The poor nutritional status of adolescent girls, who mostly married before 18 and give 
child births even before their own body is ready, which ultimately led to children born with 
many deficiencies.  

2) Lack of awareness regarding nutritional importance among uneducated families 
especially mothers who has foremost duty for overall nutritional development of child. The 
problem of over weight is also due to negligence on part of families. 

3) Most of the sections of society are economically deprived especially scheduled tribes 
which led to the poverty and hence, these people not able to have essential nutritional 
food. 

4) The ongoing schemes such as ICDS, Mid-day meal schemes need to be re-design to 
eliminate the short-comings. And, need to be implemented in better manner. 

WAY AHEAD 

1) Create and launch a national nutrition mission to curb the nutritional problems which the 
more systematic development approach. 
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2) A national campaign should be started to impart awareness among people especially 
mothers regarding basic nutritional, sanitation and health needs. For this, help of NGOs, 
gram panchayats, anganwadi workers can be taken. 

3) Improve mid-day meal scheme by including diverse nutritional diets and micro-nutrients. 
Mid- day meal schemes should be directly supervised by district collector so that no 
mischief can be done by food supply contractors. 

4) Free nutritional essentials, vitamins & calcium medicines and health check-ups to 
pregnant women of economically deprived section.  

5) Revamping of nutritional schemes with the clear goals and timelines. And better 
resources allocation. 

India has to go a long way to achieve it's aim to eliminate malnutrition by 2030. We all 
should do our bit to give the basic right of nutritional diet to a child. 
  

Q) Despite the implementation of the National Food Security Act (NFSA) 2013, serious food 

insecurities remain in many Indian states. Examine why and suggest how this situation can 

be improved. (200 Words) 

  
NFSA has improved food security to some extent but still a lot to be done all over India’s 
state to implement inclusive food security. 

Serious food insecurities remains in many states due to following: 

1. Difficulty in accessibility and coverage: complicated PDS entitlements with many special 
packages, which make it all the more difficult for the poor to access them. E.g. Recent 
survey show in case of WB 

2. Quality of Food: past deaths of children and poising has marked questions on food 
security  

3. Cuts in Antyodaya Anna Yojana cards: has affect the poorest of the poor the most E.g. 
particularly in in Orissa 

4. Problems of identifying and updating beneficiaries: is major obstacle in implementation 
of schemes 

5. Hoarding and black marketing: diversion of PDS supplied food grain to market 

Measures that can improve situation: 

1. Training of Official’s: As administrators remain confused about the significance of 
Aadhaar cards for availing entitlements. It would improve fast allocation of benefits and 
issue of cards 
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2. Use of technology: Taking advantage of Mobile penetration using JAM trinity would help 
in channeling benefits directly to beneficiaries, GPS tracking system to track illegal leakage 
of PDS before destination 

3. Banking penetration: In rural areas banking services are still far cry which could help in 
DBT for food security. All villages can be served though new payment banks and banking 
correspondent 

4. Food Quality improvement: Steps like NFSA Quality Assurance Committee should be 
promoted at Gram panchayats level in each states 

Proper implementation of schemes along with use of technology and grievance readdressal 
mechanism at panchyat level, improvement of quality standards would significantly help 
achieving food for all and inclusive development. 
  

Topic: Role of civil services in democracy 

Q) Discuss the challenges of urban policing in India and the role of citizens and police in 

making cities safe for living. (200 Words) 

  
Smart city plan, growing city population, growing tentacles of terrorist attacks in urban 
areas posing lots of challenges to policing and citizens. 

Challenges of urban policing 

1. Growing size of our cities and towns: Large areas to be covered for patrolling which is 
significant challenge 

2. Criticism and confidence: to gain the citizens’ confidence and to over Criticism public 
from views that it as an unhelpful and insensitive body 

3. Attacks from Criminals: Need to maintain safety of citizens as well as own Eg. US recent 
sniping of 5 policemen 

4. Traffic Laws Enforcement: amidst gross indiscipline on the part of the road users and 
clashes with Police e.g. Recent event female police slapped SUV driver 

5. Untrained and lack of technical equipment’s: All over world police like NYPD use modern 
techniques against Crime like Drones, GPS but India police facing issues of modern training 
and supply of 

Role of Citizens: 

1. Alertness and support: Citizens should alert police about criminal situation and it could 
saves lives Eg. Swati case incident if people informed police that may save her life 
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2. Use of Technology: If each one of us put CCTV outside of our houses then it could not 
only help us but Police to track criminals and reducing crime 

3. Adherence to rules: Following traffic rules strictly and helping accident victims would 
save lots of lives from accidents 

Role of Police: 

1. Mass Surveillance: poses a challenge in current scenario. Technology like drones can help 

2. Maintain law and order, Citizens safety 

3. Peace and security of citizens: In light of recent terrorists attack police is need to 
collaborate with intelligences Eg. National Security Platform can help 

Need of hour is collaborate approach between citizens and police along with technology to 
tackle challenge of Urban security and surveillance against crime. 
  

Topic: India and its neighborhood- relations 

  

Q) Do you think trade has potential to bring India and Pakistan normalize relations between 

them? Critically analyse. (200 Words) 

  
Thought India and Pakistan have many things in similar like civilization, cuisine, both are 
neighboring countries. they have many things in difference and they both are bitter rivals to 
one another. many problems prevail in the bordering regions of India and Pakistan such as 
illegal migration of militants, drug trafficking etc. 
  
There are many ways to reduce the rivalry between both the countries like peace treaties, 
cease fire etc and trade is one of the solutions to solve the rivalry.There are pros and cons 
by having trade agreements in the way of reducing rivalry 
  
pros: 
  
1. both countries relationship will be developed.  
  
2. increase in economic development of both the countries 
  
3. it promotes peace and harmony in both the areas. 
  
cons: 
  
1. mutual suspection of both the countries on one another. 
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2. illegal migration of people from one domain to another domain. even includes militants 
and terrorists 
  
3. the way in which goods and services are transferred between India and Pakistan in the 
same way arms could travel in the same route thus it creates internal disturbance. 
  
viewing all the pros and cons trade is one of the positive way of developing relations 
between both the countries and it paves way for peace and harmony in both the countries. 
but we should have a clear view on the trade areas between both the countries. 
  

Q) Do you think progress in India’s foreign policy with Afghanistan is constrained by its 

strained relationship with Pakistan? How should India pursue its relations with Afghanistan? 

Critically comment. (200 Words) 

  
Afghanistan has been a war-torn nation for a long time. However, it is reviving itself of late. 
India's relations with Afghanistan dates back to Indus Valley Civilization and links have been 
maintained throughout history. Afghanistan is critical to India's interests and India cannot 
afford to disengage with it. India's foreign policy with Afghanistan has been constrained due 
to strained relations with Pakistan which has been highlighted in the following points:- 

~ India wants to connect to West Asia through Afghanistan whereas Pakistan wants to cut-
off India. 

~ Pakistan's geographical proximity to Afghanistan. 

~ There is a perception in Afghanistan that India has been following 'Pakistan first policy' 
vis-a-vis Afghanistan. It means that its interests in Afghanistan are guided by the mind-set 
of 'countering' and 'containing' Pakistan.  

~ India-Afghanistan economic relation has been limited due to transit problems through 
Pakistan. 

~ Pakistan's ISI has remained active in Afghanistan: it has links with Haqqani network and 
Taliban allegedly. 

~ Several initiatives like TAPI pipeline has been halted due to constrains in India-Pakistan 
relations. 

Way forward: 

~ Terror emerging from Pakistani soil is a threat to both India and Afghanistan. Cooperation 
needed on this front. 

~ India needs to continue its support to Afghanistan like building its infrastructure (like it 
did: Salma Dam, Parliament) regardless of Pakistan. 
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~ Democracy in Afghanistan is in India's interest. 

~ NATO and US forces have decided to leave Afghanistan. Afghanistan needs to protect its 
sovereignty through a strong army. India can extend support through technology transfer, 
training etc. 

~ Need to strengthen economic relations. 

Afghanistan had been a ground for recruitment of terror groups. Peace and stability in 
Afghanistan is in world's interest. 
  

Q) A recent study shows that informal trade between India and Pakistan is almost twice the 

value of formal trade between the two countries. What do you understand by informal 

trade? What drives it and why does it thrive? Examine. (200 Words) 

  
Informal trade is broadly defined as all trade between two countries which should be 
included in the national income statistics as per standard of national income accounting, 
but is not. 

Reason which drive informal Trade: 

1. High tariffs, political tension, infrastructure impediments: have generated a thriving 
industry for informal trade between the two South Asian giants 

2. Ease of trading goods via third countries:  

3. Weaknesses in infrastructure for formal trade: consequently leading to high transport 
costs and profits margin reduces which is much better in informal trade 

4. MFN: Pakistan has refrained from according the Most Favoured Nation (MFN) title to 
India has also hindered barrier-free trade 

5. Other Reasons: Harassment by custom officials, Fear of Trading directly with India, High 
Duties 

It is flourishing or thriving due to below reasons: 

1. High Profitability: it has prompted traders to increase profits via informal mean 
particularity via countries like Dubai i.e. About 68% of India’s informal export to Pakistan 
was found to be routed via Dubai 

2. Formal trade routes are inefficient: e.g. Low efficiency of transport of goods via two 
routes—the Delhi-Lahore route and the Delhi-Mumbai-Dubai-Karachi-Lahore route 

3. Comfortless: Although the distance is one-tenth of the route via Dubai, predictability and 
comfort encourages traders to incur these high costs 
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There is huge trade potential between Indian & Pakistan which is shown from informal 
trade channel. Appropriate measures are taken, a significant share of informal trade can be 
diverted to formal channels which would be beneficial for both neighbors. 
  

Q) Why do you think in recent days hostility between Pakistan and Afghanistan is increasing? 

What’s India’s role in it? Examine. (200 Words) 

  
In order to determine Pakistan and Afghanistan have increased hostility or not we need to 
do examination of recent Engagements between them in light of India’ role. 

Pakistan and Afghanistan: Positive Engagement 

1. Afghanistan ordered action against some Tehrik-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) militants: 
suspected to have orchestrated the Peshawar tragedy of December 2014 

2. Afghanistan sent Army to Study in Pak: by turning down India offer 

3. Quadrilateral Coordination Group: to fight against TPP which is positive step taken by 
Pakistan shows positive relationship between them but it was for shorter time 

Pakistan and Afghanistan: Issue of Contention 

1. Durand Line army deployment: Border turned violent when Pak decided to build a new 
fence and a gate for checking passports and inspecting cargo vehicles which Afghanistan 
never accepted proper border  

2. Trans-border terrorism: Kabul has accused Islamabad of welcoming Taliban which 
attributed lots of attack in Afghanistan eg. Haqqani network 

3. Drug trafficking: was the other reason why Pakistan wanted to manage its border more 
effectively 

4. Mutual Suspicion: may further undermine the peace process already complicated by 
external actors eg. US soldiers 

India’s Role  

1. India-Afghanistan-Iran ties: Mi-25 attack helicopters, three-way transit agreement on 
Iran’s Chabahar port by which Afghanistan shifting some of its trade through Iran instead of 
Pakistan 

2. India role in Afghanistan: India’s presence and help in infrastructure projects including 
parliament, Salma Dam irks Pak that it is neglected 

Already less US soldiers left in Afghanistan and for in regional stability India role is 
important attain via Quadrilateral Coordination Group, SCO, Hearth of Asia groups. Also 
Afghanistan cannot ignore Pakistan — they share a 2,250 km long border. 
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Q) Despite recent setback in getting NSG membership thanks to China’s non-cooperation, in 

your opinion, why should India continue to work towards strengthening its relationship with 

China? Critically comment. (200 Words) 

  
The Hindu 
  
In reality China opposition is not due to procedural issue, rather it is due to India’s growing 
clout in the region. But China India relation is much more than just a single issue in plethora 
dimensions in our relationship. 

Indian should work in strengthening its relations due to following:  

1. Border Disputes: Long standing issue would not be solved without cooperation and 
strengthening good relationship 

2. Member of UN: China being a permanent member of UN have veto power on global 
issue. Opposition would jeopardize India’s interest 

3. Regional grouping member: Cooperation is much needed for regional stability and 
economic growth as Indian has membership along with China in SCO, BRICS, AIIB, RCEP, 
BCIM, ADB etc 

4. Economic Reasons: Given the agenda of national development and accelerated 
economic growth to meet popular aspirations and China is keen to work on 500 MW wind 
energy project and industrial infrastructure building 

5. Economic power: Indian is less than 20% of China’s GDP and still long way to challenge as 
supper power eg. OBOR, AIIB sharing, 9 trillion GDP, CPEC 

Indian should strategically react China on below issues and solution: 

1. NSG opposition: Indian should use this opportunity of procedural demand by China, to 
challenge China to comply International Law in other areas like UN Convention on law of 
the sea in its dispute over South China sea  

2. Chinese-Pak bonding: Chain’s suspicious about our friendship with the United States, our 
closeness to Japan, and our naval cooperation in the East and South China Seas with these 
countries should be thawed by peace dialogue engagement annually 

3. Presence in Indian Ocean: presence of China submarine, close engagement with Sri 
Lanka, and more close binding with neighboring counties near IOR E.g. chabahar port, 
SAARC diplomacy,  

4. Act East Policy: recent steps taken by India strategic and defense engagement with 
Vietnam, Japan, South Korea 

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/a-himalayan-balancing-act/article8794321.ece
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5. US-India-Japan: More steps need like defense agreement, join military exercise and 
regional cooperation 

Mutual recrimination will only widen the geopolitical fissures that complicate the 
relationship. All contagious issue should be resolved though bilateral dialogues. 
  

Q) Do you think India figures prominently in the West Asian countries’ security and strategic 

plans? Does developing Chabahar port give India strategic advantage in Iran and the region? 

Critically examine. (200 Words) 

  
The Hindu 
  
Recent visits to west Asian countries like UAE, Saudi Arabia, Iran, Afghanistan and Qatar 
have no doubt helped India strengthening relations with them in the field of trade and 
commerce as these countries are also eager to partner with India. 

But, still India doesn't figure prominently in the West Asian countries security and strategic 
plans, because most of these countries are having their own security construct. Also some 
countries like Saudi Arabia is seen as dilettante over security concern, flirting with different 
countries and frequent leaning towards Pak. 

Concluded joint statement b/w India and Saudi Arabia talked about regional peace and 
security, despite Saudi Arabia have ideological and doctrinal differences with Iran but India 
seeks Iran as its regional partner. Similarly Saudi Arabia favours Pak. but India see Pak as a 
centre from where terrorism emanates. Hence, these ideologies of two different country 
give rise to paradoxical statement would create hindrance in achieving the peace and 
security. 

Developing Chabhar Port would give India strategic advantage: 

 in the field of trade and commerce 

 in the energy sector as Iran is rich in non-renewable energy resources. 

 further cultural and civilizational ties with Iran due to our historical fact 

 employment generation 

 increment in domestic growth of India. 

Against: 

 Differences over India's negative vote in the Atomic Energy Agency against Iran. 

 India's adherence to U.S sanctions over Iran 

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/pause-for-a-reality-check/article8805123.ece
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 sole development of Chabahar port was intended for Afghanistan to do alternative 
trade. 

 Iran closeness with China over OBOR and Maritime Silk Road initiative. 

Consequently, India's benefit from this regional connectivity link is evanescent therefore, 
endorsing premature celebrations will not work rather multidimensional approach with 
clarity should be adopted as soon as possible. 
  

Topic: Bilateral, regional and global groupings and agreements involving India and/or 

affecting India’s interests 

  

Q) Examine why bilateral investment treaty (BIT) between India and the US is not yet signed 

despite both countries’ interest in it.  (200 Words) 

  
In recent times instead of strengthening relations between US-India on various areas, still 
BIT has long way to go but it is vital for both countries. 

Due to following reasons it has not been signed: 

1. WTO Contentions: pertaining to poultry imports, solar panels and more recently on visa 
fee hikes by the US 

2. India’s new model BIT and the US’ 2012 model differences: India’s new model excludes 
most favoured nation clause, taxation, compulsory licences and intellectual property rights 
from its purview and modified the definition of ‘investment’ 

3. US wants a liberal BIT: ones India has signed with South Korea and Japan 

4. Controversial provision of investor-state disputes: it requires investors to pursue 
domestic courts for at least five years before resorting to international for a 

Way Forward 

1. Enactment of the Commercial Courts Act of 2015, the time taken to resolve commercial 
disputes in India would reduce from the present average of four years 

2. Broad- based agreement: which might be ambitious but will help in fixing the framework 
and settling sticky issues pertaining to tariffs on ICT goods, agricultural goods, movement of 
workers 

Keeping in mind the need of hour and for mutual benefit of both nation is to increase 
bilateral relationship to next level. Both need to find a parallel course midway between 
India’s model BIT and US’ model BIT. 
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Q) Discuss the objectives and achievements of the South Asia Subregional Economic 

Cooperation (SASEC) programme. (200 Words) 

  
The six nations of South Asia-India,Bangladesh,Nepal,Bhutan,Maldives and Sri Lanka had 
come together in the form of SASEC to improve the connectivity between the nations for 
boosting trade and to work upon infrastructure projects together. The basic objective is to 
improve the trade between these nation which currently stands at just 2% of the total trade 
in the world. These countries look forward to enhancing trade with East Asia including 
China which is a major trade partner for SASEC. 

Achievements of SASEC has found expression in the form of $33 billion worth of 
infrastructural projects that these nations have undertaken together. Boost given to trade 
is generating employment in these countries which is lifting several people out of poverty. 

However, the road to further development still has certain barriers in its way.Efforts should 
be made to make this region a free trade region. This would further tap into the 
underutilized trade potential of this region. Relaxed visa norms for businessmen can help in 
giving a thrust to trade. Faster pace of infrastructural projects and handling them on 
priority basis can also be instrumental in making this organization a key subregional power. 
  

Q) The 16-member Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) trade talks have 

hit a hurdle, with India insisting on liberalized visa regime for movement of professionals 

across borders. Examine why India is insisting on this issue and why other members are 

opposing it. (200 Words) 

  
The RCEP initiated in 2013 is in its negotiations phase. After a definite consensus is reached 
,it will be the world's largest economic grouping with 45 % of world population and major 
share of the world economy GDP-wise. It consists of Australia, New-Zealand , China , Japan , 
South Korea, India and ASEAN countries. 

In the ongoing negotiations, India is pressing for liberalized movement in the labour market 
especially for its qualified services professionals and in lieu is even ready to grant more 
easing in its good markets for other countries. 

Why is India pushing for it : 

-- India's services exports are much more important to it, both quantitatively and 
qualitatively . 

--India sees the RCEP member countries as a huge market for its services sector. 

--Due to its ordinary infrastructure in manufacturing sector, India has limited benefits for 
opening up of the goods markets in other countries 
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--The USP for India among all the RCEPs is its burgeoning skilled professionals and the value 
they add to fields such as software, information technology, financial services , BPOs and 
KPOs etc. 

Why are the other countries opposing it 

--Countries in RCEP , especially the ASEAN nations are reluctant to open their labour market 
as they fear it may be detrimental to their domestic population.  

-- Countries other than India have much more to gain in the goods market rather than the 
services market, so they are more inclined to the former 

--With liberalized visa regimes, there is always an associated fear of huge population surge 
and the problems it brings with . The opposing countries presume that they are not yet 
ready to absorb such huge migrant populations , if it happens. 

Way forward : 

While in the current scenario, it is prudent for India to push for free movement of its skilled 
workers, it should also be borne in mind that there are sections of services sector in which 
India is not such a giant as compared to some other of the RCEP partners. Also, negotiations 
and hurdles such as these will always be a cumbersome for India in any economic grouping 
unless it improves upon its manufacturing sector. Initiatives such as Make in India can help 
boost the goods sector if holistically implemented. 
  

Q) In its latest agreements with the US, do you think India is moving away from “maintaining 

strategic autonomy and an independent foreign policy” ? Critically comment. (200 Words) 

  
In the latest series of meeting between the US President and Indian PM a series of 
agreements were signed and a joint statement was released. The US has recognized India 
as a "major defence partner".This move is seen to be according India a status almost 
equivalent to a NATO member. This would undoubtedly help India in building up stronger 
defence infrastructure with the aid of superior technology from US. As Lockheed Martin has 
already signaled setting up a manufacturing facility in India,the results are already showing 
up. This indeed would be a big push for "Make in India" as well. 

Looking to the other side of it the move can also be perceived by the US as India aligning its 
strategic aims with the those of US. For e.g.India could be involved by US countering the 
rising influence of China and in the wake of recent stand-off in South China sea. India might 
not want to be put in a position of a counterweight to China. It would affect its own 
bilateral ties with China. But the joint statement points out that US might try to put India in 
a situation of that kind. Similarly, India might have to take into account US interests while 
initiating any dialogue or agreements with other nations for example, defence deals. 
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The enthusiastic support of US for India's entry into NSG or UN Security Council might be 
coming at a cost. India must ensure that while it takes these favors from US it is not giving 
away its independence in the realm of international relations. Tactful diplomacy is needed 
at this juncture to steer India carefully through the murky waters of international politics. 
  

Q) India is parroting the US line on all disputes in the East China and South China Seas. Do 

you think this would make India global power? Critically comment. (200 Words) 

  
Whether India’s recent engagement with US and actions are parroting or steps are in 
direction of making India a global power need to examine. 

India actions and significance  

1. Acceptance of International Court of Arbitration decision: In past India accepted ICA 
decision on account of clash over Bangladesh. Although US has not accepted verdict of The 
Republic of Nicaragua v. The United States of America. This shows India care and respect 
Global laws which is important sign of Global power in making 

2. UNCLOS support: India continuous focus on UNCLOS guidelines is on account of its Act 
East policy and investment protection of Oil exploration along with Vietnam not repetition 
of US lines. It would help India to won support of some of South-East Nations and getting 
energy supply 

3. Joint Military Actions: like “Exercise Malabar”. It would gave India maritime modern 
warfare experience and exposure to technology . Working alone would pressure on 
resources and global powers need allies to strengthen its position  

4. international rules and norms: It would have Importance from Indian Ocean to the Pacific 
in tackling China recent hegemony in east & South China Sea plus presence in IOR 

Concerns need to address 

1. America’s “Pivot to Asia” strategy: there may be some concern regarding US using India 
as proxy to strengthen its position but India is still on verge of emerging as global power 
and left with no option but to parrot US 

2. LEMOA effect on India: envisages the militarizes of the U.S. and India sharing facilities for 
refueling , spare parts, and supplies This approach sometime much needed but India need 
to be cautious it should not affect its strategic autonomy 

India-US strategic and technology partnership would benefit India in becoming Global 
partner and power sharing. Although cautious and balanced approach must be taken it 
would not compromise Indian autonomy in any of fronts. 
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Q) Discuss the significance of recent unanimous ruling of an international tribunal at The 

Hague that China has no legal basis for much of its claims on the South China Sea. (200 Words) 

  
China has been increasing her presence in the resource rich and important trade route- the 
South China Sea notwithstanding the unease expressed by other neighbouring nations like 
Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia, Philippines. It has constructed artificial islands and has been 
asserting the nine-dash line which is not agreed to by other nations who also claim parts of 
South China Sea. It is in this context that Philippines had taken the issue pertaining to 
Scarborough Shoal in South China Sea to adjudicate if China has any legal right in the same 
to the PCA which was to assess the case in line with the UNCLOS to which China is a 
signatory from 1996. But China has not participated even in the proceedings and has 
remarked the ruling of PCA as null and void. At this juncture, though the PCA has no power 
to enforce its ruling, the ruling is significant for the following reasons: 

1) China will have to face international rebuke if it does not take the issue seriously to be 
resolved. In this regard, it is notable that China has now openly called Philippines to engage 
in bilateral discussions pertaining to SCS. 

2) The same UNCLOS which China now refuses to oblige is used by her to stress her claim in 
Senkaku islands with Japan. This will affect China’s international reputation in case China 
refuses for negotiations and respect UNCLOS. 

3) The ruling illustrates that international legal system will come to the rescue against 
arbitrary claims by powerful nations like China. 
  

Q) Should India compete with China to gain upper hand in Africa? What kind of relationship 

should India build with African countries? Critically comment. (200 Words) 

  
Recently Indian’s systematic outreach to all parts of Africa is a significant move on all aspect 
after years of only sporadic attention to a continent where some of the world’s 10 fastest 
growing economies are located 

Advantages of Competition with China  

1. China investment in region is one of reason for its growth but there are controversial 
dimension which India can take strategic advantage by focus on investment and economic 
ties with African counties 

2. Steps like India-Africa Forum Summit 54 African countries attended the summit, last year 
should be carried forward  

3. Economic Growth and strategic partnership: Strategic location of African counties near 
Indian ocean would have geopolitical advantage over China as regional peace and security 
provider 
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4. Indian is small player in Africa compare to China and by increasing its economic tie up 
would put Indian in better position  

5. “Operation Phakisa”, that focusses on Africa’s combined strengths in blue economies and 
ocean governance would give competition to OBOR 

6. Democratic traditions make it a much more comfortable partner for the West compared 
to China in cooperating on Africa-related issues 

Relation and engagement with African Countries in following ways: 

1. Technical assistance and training: Steps like Indian Technical and Economic Cooperation 
(ITEC) programme would help to strengthen relations 

2. Import Raw material and Food: Indian could farm pulses & other crops. It would help in 
meeting demand as well trade benefit to both parties e.g. Long-term agreement signed to 
import pulses from Mozambique 

3. Under Regional grouping engagements: like African Economic Community (AEC), Indian 
Ocean Commission, COMESA, Indian Ocean Rim Association (IORA), Sagar-Mala 

4. Private Sector investment and opportunity for establishing Companies in South Africa as 
an alternative trade and market 

All these new initiatives paving way to Indian Ocean acquiring new salience in global 
politics, India is keen to regain its regional strategic space on Geopolitical as well as 
economical ground. 
  

Q) Should India de-escalate conflict in South China Sea or capitalize on it to gain strategic 

advantage in the region? Critically comment. (200 Words) 

  
Recent decision taken by Permanent Court of Arbitration (PCA) at The Hague in favor 
Philippines would have impact on India and Asia’s geopolitical order. India should built 
upon it and take cautious steps 

Effect of De-escalating conflict in South China  

If India tries to de-escalate then question how to de-escalate and what would be its effect. 
Options are: 

1. Do nothing let China go ahead claim: Like in past as non-align nation, it would make India 
soft state and China would take advantage to further strengthen his position and India 
would loose on Geopolitical side  

2. Peaceful dialogue: Already tried but China obsession to make itself Global power acting 
as deterrent and steps opposing like in NSG shutting door for such talks 
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3. Global Strategy based on rules: India can focus on rule based approach like supporting 
PCA decision and UNCLOS based safeguards like it has itself accepted it e.g. India’s 
acceptance of an UNCLOS tribunal verdict awarding Bangladesh This can be better 
approach for short time but not very effective considering China’s approach 

Capitalization to gain strategic advantage in the region would results in below situations: 

1. China-India conflict escalation: India have major interest including investment Oil 
exploration and ship routes in South China Sea region. China aggression would result in 
exercising their EEZ rights 

2. India-Japan-US and ASEAN strong relations: Along with US-Japan alliance, India 
supporting claims of other counties and would strengthen India-Act policy and further 
India’s position on Geo-politics as emerging power to jointly push China unfair dominance 
on South China sea countries & others on back track 

Conflict in one of busiest maritime route would not be good for anyone from economic, 
strategy and global peace. Keeping a side country specific gain all parties involved must 
work collaboratively on concept like “oceans belong to everyone” and sharing benefit of 
Asia’s economic globalization. 
  

Q) In Bangladesh, there has been a rise in religious intolerance and targeted violence against 

secularist and rational voices. Are these isolated events less significant to Bangladesh’s and 

India’s security concerns? Critically examine. (200 Words) 

  
The Hindu 
  
The Hindu 
  
Bangladesh has been witnessing targeted violence over past 3 years against gay rights 
activists, Hindu priests, secular bloggers and shia mosques and recent Holey cafe attack, 
even in India individual voices against fanaticism and non-secular ideologies were attacked 
which includes Narendar dabholkar, Pansare, Kalburgi.  

These are very alarming events because: 

# Though these events look isolated but all of them connect to the same agenda of 
extremism through violence 

# It is an indication of rising religious intolerance and increasing radicalisation, which 
alleviates the young minds from state  

# Internal and external terrorist organisations like Al Qaeda and ISIS could be able to have 
strong foothold because of the rising opposition to secular forces 

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/all-that-we-are-mourning/article8805124.ece
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/the-horror-in-dhaka/article8805120.ece
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# It impacts the basic human rights of Speech and Expression  

# It impacts the law and order situation, which eventually hampers the development 
agenda 

Rising intolerance and extremist organisations today has become a global phenomena from 
West to East, but there is clear failure upon the governments to restrict such a rise, which is 
clearly visible from lack of strong framework/strategies to deal with them. 

Government should put forth short term and long term strategies in place to de-radicalize 
the youth and restrict the extremist organisation 
  

Q) It is said that Brexit and India’s entry into the Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR) 

would significantly impact the evolving global order and India’s role in it. Examine why. (200 

Words) 

  
Brexit impact on India’s role and Global Order 

1. Weaker EU: It would collapse EU power due in absence of Britain aid, more nations 
follow exit. It would shift balance of power toward India 

2. India-US strategy alliance: US already has signed no of agreement like LEMOA, defense 
cooperation, Joint Military exercise, access to defense technology would give major 
impetus to India Geo-political role 

3. UK-India Economic Cooperation: It would further lead to economic ties and boost in UK-
India trade which would meagre in name of high Quality EU sanction in past e.g. Mango 
import ban 

4. Impact on Regional grouping: Due to weaker EU, Indian would place his part in support 
for agriculture subsidies and intellectual rights in Pharma industry 

MTCR impact on India and Global order 

1. Impact on China: Indian would have significant advantage and challenging China 
hegemony  

2. Missile Trade: It would enable India to have trade with Vietnam of BraMos and 
significant arms exporter for the first time. 

3. Technology access: ISRO will have reliable access to restricted technologies for 
developing its cryogenic engines in order to enhance space exploration 

4. Global non-proliferation norms: India's entry would be beneficial to enhance it around 
world 
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5. Entry to AUSTRALIAN GROUP,WASSENAAR and more support to permanent 
membership of UN security council 

Indian should reap benefits of MTCR and BREXIT by keeping aside negative impact which 
could be for shorter term for long term advantage in world Geo-politics. 
  

Q) Shortly, Prime Minister of India will making an historic trip to Mozambique, South Africa, 

Tanzania and Kenya. Examine importance of these nations for India’s defence and economic 

interests.  (200 Words) 

  
Indian Africa summit and recent visit to these countries by PM would be significant in 
realizing India as a “leading power” and long-term consequences for India’s strategic, 
economic and soft power ambitions. 

Importance:-  

1. Defence diplomacy: to boost India’s position as a net security provider for fellow 
developing countries and doctrine of giving primacy to the Indian Ocean Region (IOR) 

2. Peace and security of IOR: naval and commercial strategy needs to be aligned  

3. Security and Defense cooperation: to enhance their coastal surveillance, military training 
and maritime security capabilities  

4. Mega-modernisation project of ‘Sagar Mala: for coastal development, port 
infrastructure advancement, connectivity and our strategic drive to be the defence and 
logistical partner for Africa’s eastern coast 

5. Make in India’ campaign: the whole Africa is enthusiastic about it. In light of China slow 
down, African nations lookout for an alternative big Asian power that can generate steady 
export revenues for them and also help them industrialise.  

6. Agribusiness Trade and African resources: with African nations for food security, and 
also in joint exploration and harnessing of energy sources, is a big draw in Africa. 

7. Exports Market: Africa has the youthful demography and the rising purchasing power 
that will eventually take our two-way trade to boost 

Increasing cooperation in all front with South African countries would benefit India in long 
run and it would help in economic benefit but strategic and geopolitics benefit as well. 
  

Q) Critically analyse the costs and benefits of Indo-US relations. (200 Words) 

  
Recent engagement of India with US have some good impact on India but it come along 
with some issue that need to be tackled strategically. 
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Benefits:  

1. Strategic Advantage: India-US share a geopolitical objective to prevent any Chinese 
dominance in the Asia-Pacific. Also, the proximity of China and Pakistan, and their strategic 
alignment, would require India to forge close ties with the United States 

2. Nuclear cooperation: would help India to meet its growing energy demands 

3. NSG, MTR Support: To get membership of NSG, Australian Group(Proliferation of 
Chemical weapons) and Wessenar Group(Export Controls for Conventional Arms and Dual-
Use Goods) 

4. Defense supply and technology sharing: it would help India to upgrade its defense 
technology and sharing technology which is much needed in light of growing partnership of 
china-Pak 

Aspects that need Caution: 

1. LEMOA: which provides support for each other’s platform where they need fuel and 
supplies have far-reaching implications for India’s military posture and it would affect 
autonomy of India’s strategy 

2. US Pivot to Asia: US in a bid to retain its domination has devised this strategy which 
includes balancing nations like India and Japan putting in direct faceoff with China in its 
Geopolitical aim 

3. Effect Security and Defense ties with US: Russia had been long top defense partner but it 
is affecting relation which shows in Russia decision to supply Sukhoi-35 fighter planes and 
defense equipment to Pakistan 

4. India as proxy: to help uphold US military dominance in Asia and against China eg Military 
exercise of India-Japan-US Island in the East China Sea, disputed between Japan and China  

5. IPR and Trade issue: India should not let forcing India which would impact Nation in 
terms of losing on Agriculture and Pharmaceutical Industry 

India diplomatic policies should tilted toward balanced and mutual beneficial causes. India-
US ties will not be threat to its diplomatic autonomy. 
  

Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed and developing countries on India’s interests 

Q) There are approximately 7.3 million Indians in West Asia. What are the challenges that 

India face in evacuating affected diaspora from conflict zones in West Asia? How can it 

overcome these challenges? Examine. (200 Words) 

  
Recent crisis scenario face by Indian Government like Sudan, Libya demands needs to build 
capacity in disaster Management in crisis situation for its diaspora. 
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CHALLENGES FACED ARE: 

1. Huge transaction Cost: unplanned burden on national exchanger e.g. sending ships, 
Airplanes, diverting commercial aircraft like C-17 Globe master 

2. Less time for decision: Saving thousands of life and immediate evacuation in few days 
from war conflicting zone shows criticality of situation 

3. Lack of capacity: Operations are to be sustained for a longer duration, maintenance, 
repair, overhaul, turnaround times, etc., further erode the lift capacity 

4. Territoriality and sovereignty issue: consideration during operating Indian military and 
civil aircraft in 3rd countries 

OVERCOMING CHALLENGES BY: 

1. Capacity building: commercial as well as military capabilities need to be built separately 
for such disaster and emergency situations 

2. Licensing clause in Policy: with airlines which mandates that they will make their aircraft 
and crew available during times of crises for evacuation operations anywhere in the world 

3. Logistics agreements: agreements between Indian embassies/missions abroad and 
private logistics operators and companies for evacuation 

4. Insurance liabilities agreement: will facilitate immediate movement of the people from 
conflicting zone via road till the focal point of evacuation 

5. Devise agreements with friendly countries: to use their sea bases and airbases during 
emergency evacuations 

Using regional & global grouping like IORC, SAARC with inclusion of clause to help each 
other in such crisis situation would be significant step. 
  

Q) “It is likely that China’s reaction to the Hague ruling on South China Sea dispute will have 

a negative impact on other multilateral processes.” Discuss. (200 Words) 

  
China has openly declared the ruling of PCA to be null and void. It has rejected the ruling on 
the ground that the PCA has no jurisdiction to decide this case. This stance by China will 
definitely have negative impact other multi-lateral projects some of which are discussed as 
under: 
  
1) ASEAN: China’s hard stance will make the other ASEAN nations many of whom also claim 
stake in the SCS for trade or security or strategic reasons like Vietnam, Philippines, 
Malaysia. This issue will take up much of the time of the meets and thus make the ASEAN 
less productive. 
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2) UN Security Council: The reforms in Security Council will still be slowed down given the 
even more serious open stand-off between US and China- two of the five permanent 
members of the UNSC. 
 
3) AIIB: The AIIB was already seen by many as China’s means to further her OBOR more 
effectively. This discard of ruling upon eroding her stature as a responsible international 
player will make that skepticism deeper. OBOR will eventually see a lesser enthusiasm and 
subsequently see less success. 
  
This negative impact will indeed build a Great wall of self-isolation around China with time 
if not obliged by China and engaging in meaningful dialogues with nations regarding the SCS 
giving them their respective spaces. Aggrandizement and appeasement will not work 
always must be realized by her soon. 
  
  

Q) Is tariff protection and other protectionist measures always bad for economy? In the light 

of measures proposed by Republican Party nominee Donald Trump, critically examine. (200 

Words) 

  
Tariffs and other protectionist measures are used to restrict trade, particularly imports. In 
recent years, protectionism has manifested itself through popular anti-globalization and 
anti-immigration movements. 

Why and when Tariff is desirable? 

~ To boost jobs: Restriction on imports mean production needs to be done domestically. It 
would result in more jobs and higher wages. 

~ To stimulate growth of domestic industries. 

~ To protect certain sector: India has to protect its farmers. Here, protectionist measures 
are required. It is more about society than economy. 

~ To reduce CAD and burden of debts. 

~ Increase revenue: funds generated from tariffs could be used for investment in public 
works. 

~ To guard against global fluctuations and depressions. 

~ Counter deflation: Bound to increase price levels. However, monetary policies should be 
used against deflation. 

How protectionism can lead to adverse affects? 
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~ Retaliation by other countries: trade wars and geo-political tensions. What starts small 
can quickly escalate into a larger multinational disagreement regarding aspects of 
international trade. 

~ Against rules of WTO 

~ Reduce innovation and competition 

~ Inflation 

~ Decrease in choices for consumers 

~ Decline in standard of living 

~ Domestic industries can become monopolies. 

~ Can adversely affect jobs in certain sectors. 

~ Decline in exports. 

A lot is complexities is involved behind protectionism. However, competition is better for 
an economy and in general, all members of the global market benefit more from free-trade 
policies than from protectionism. 
  

Q) Critically comment on US government’s visa policy against Indian companies and workers. 

(200 Words) 

  
US policy on immigration form India is unwelcome for India. It is marked by myths and fear 
of cheap labour. For eg recent fee hike a category of visa. Further there are also cap on 
number of visa issued. 

However there is a need for India to educate US policymakers on the mutual benefits of 
increased Indian immigration from India such as: 

1. Job creation: It was found that 100 Indian immigrants from India further creates jobs for 
183 US citizens. 

2. Economic benefit: Indian immigrants are net tax payer. This brings prosperity and 
stability in US. 

3. Further Indian immigrants are more committed, ethical and cheaper than their US 
counterpart. This makes their companies more competitive and efficient. 

4. Law abiding nature of Indian immigrants is in the interest of US's social harmony. 

5. A easier inter national movement for our citizens will be in the interest of better relations 
among both the nations. 
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Therefore there is a case for the US policymaker to ease restrictions on the Indian 
immigration. 
  

Q) It is said that China’s rejection of the  Hague-based Permanent Court of Arbitration’s 

(PCA’s) ruling rebutting Beijing’s claims vis-a-vis the Philippines will have implications far 

beyond the South China Sea. Discuss. Examine. (200 Words) 

  
Recent verdict by PCA rebutting Beijing’s claims vis-a-vis the Philippines would unsurprising 
implications far beyond the South China Sea which would effect in major way. 

Effects of verdicts: 

1. Weakening of Global institutions: Continuous denial to accept of verdict China which is 
one of major power would compromise utilization and strength of Global institution 

2. Effect on maritime trade: half of trade passes through this route in event of any clash 
would have major impact on Global trade and economy 

3. Effect on India: Indian have major investment in oil exploration with Vietnam which 
would affect its energy plan and future needs. Affect India Act east policy 

4. US-China contentions: Recent pressure from US to accept verdict would create further 
tension between them which would result in cold war like situation 

5. War like situation: turning the South China Sea into a “cradle of war”  

6. Effect on China: Its project like OBOR and Maritime Silk Route would suffer on large 
scale.  

7. EU-China tussle: EU has already signed that it would further increase anti-dumping duty 
which is part of strategy to tackle China hegemony 

Although there are no easy solution but all stakeholders must put their ego on side and try 
to negotiation and read benefit of South China Sea resource via shared model. 
  

Q) What do you understand by “imperial overstretch”? Do you think India should spend more 

on defence and enhance its security in coming years? Critically comment. (200 Words) 

  
Historian Paul Kennedy coined the term “imperial overstretch” to describe what happens to 
great powers when their global commitments become too expensive to sustain. It generally 
results in defence-spending boom. 

In absolute dollar terms, India ranks 6th in the world in terms of spending on defence 
sector. However, it ranks lower in terms of percentage of GDP which hovers around 2.5%. 
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Spending more on defence will further add pressure to our limited revenues and is not 
desirable due to the following reasons: 

~ India's security problems range from cross-border terrorism, sectarian/religious violence, 
Northeast insurgency, Naxalite extremist violence to jihadi terrorism. To tackle all these, 
extravagant spending on defence equipment like fighter planes will not help. 

~ India is unlikely to be an aggressor. 

~ Dire need to increase spending on health and education. 

~ India's increase in defence spending is mainly due to historical factors: wars with China 
and Pakistan. Though the disputes have not been resolved, the global scenario has 
changed. The focus has shifted to economic development. 

~ Apart from China and Pakistan, India is unlikely to wage war with any other country in the 
coming decades. 

~ To emerge as a regional leader and a global player, India first needs to solve its domestic 
problems, rather than showcasing military might. 

~ Role of UN and International community: Their motive has been to prevent war. 

~ China-Pakistan nuclear nexus is a threat. Again, NPT, India's no first use policy, 
'deterrence' etc. make nuclear warfare unlikely. 

However, recognizing the need to feel safe and being prepared against any situation, India 
should have sufficient defence infrastructure and weapons at its disposal. The need is to 
shift from imports to manufacturing. Defence sector is rightly under the Make in India 
scheme, apart from increasing our security; it will also result in investments, jobs and 
probably exports. Areas which require defence spending should be recognized like bullet-
proof jackets for army-men, border infrastructure, navy etc. There should be proper 
allocation and significant spending on research. 
  

Q) Do you think USA is just using India as proxy against China and is scuttling India’s efforts 

to pursue strategic autonomy? Critically examine. (200 Words) 

  
The recent period has seen growing closeness between India and U.S . This closeness 
reflects in form of Logistics support agreement , Support of U.S for India's entry to MTCR , 
NSG groups and effort by U.S president to place India at par with NATO allies in defence 
trade . But some experts cite this closeness as a trick by U.S to use India against China 
because :- 
  
1. China is emerging as superpower posing challenge to U.S and India holds capability to 
balance this power in Asiatic region . 
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2. Logistics support agreement is being viewed as effort of U.S towards pivot to asia policy . 
  
3. India's history of relations with China , which provides U.S an opportunity to use India 
against China . 
  
4. Theory of string of pearls being originated from U.S soil . 
  
5. U.S efforts to involve India with it in South china sea against India . 
  
6. Calling China's assertiveness as threat to Indian ocean by U.S . 
  
However India-U.S relations should not be seen only in light of China as:- 
  
1. U.S is getting benefited be arms trade with India. 
  
2. U.S investments in India . 
  
3. India being as fastest growing economy offers good opportunity to deal for U.S .  
  
Moreover this closeness should not be seen as threat to India's independent diplomacy 
because India-U.S relations are not only based on U.S interests but Indian interests too in 
form of services export , earning from remittances , pharma export etc . So India is 
maintaining its policy in its own interests rather than being a pawn for U.S 
  

Topic: Important International institutions, agencies and fora- their structure, mandate 

  

Q) Do you think ASEAN will help resolve the South China Sea dispute? In the light of upcoming 

verdict on South China Sea dispute by the International Court of Arbitration at the Hague, 

critically comment. (200 Words) 

  
In order to determine whether ASEAN can help or not to resolve South China Sea issue first 
we need to analyze its strength, role and capability including past & recent time 
effectiveness in light of recent judgment against China by ICJ 

ASEAN: Analysis of its strength & capacity 

1. Past ASEAN failures: Declaration on the Conduct of Parties, 2002 agreed to between 
China and ASEAN nations to abide by the principles of the UN Law of the Sea has not shown 
significant results 

2. ASEAN economy dependence on China: ASEAN balance has tipped decidedly in China’s 
favor as China economy. ASEAN countries are one of major trading partner of China and 
their economy depends on it 
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3. No Jurisdiction: Neither ASEAN nor ICJ arbitration court has no jurisdiction in the case 
and enforceable on China over South China Sea dispute 

4. Non Consensus policy: ASEAN has unable to formulate a consensus policy partly due to 
overlapping claims and the fact that not all 10 ASEAN members are claimants to the South 
China Sea 

5. China military Strength: Because of its economic and military power, China has been able 
to win over some ASEAN members 

Above points clearly show in present scenario ASEAN lack strength to pressurize China and 
in position to resolve issue on its own grounds 

Way forward for ASEAN 

1. Exclusive Economic Zone in accordance with UNCLOS. By agreeing to such proposal, the 
parties to the dispute can also reach an agreement to leave international waters for free 
navigation 

2. Abandon their confrontational attitude: To resolve the disputes peacefully, the claimants 
should be willing to agree to find some common grounds 

3. Revenue sharing Model: the revenues from the South China Sea are equitably shared 
among the littoral countries 

ASEAN’s inability to build a united front on the South China Sea disputes is a major 
challenge for the regional bloc. Solution lies on collaborative peaceful solution. 
  

Q) Post Brexit referendum in Britain, it is said that the European Union is on the verge of 

disintegration. To prevent collapse, what exceptional measures should European leaders 

take? Critically examine. (200 Words) 

  
To determine EU is on verge on disintegration or not need to analyze its position without 
Britain and other aspects of its strength: 

EU current weak position due to following 

1. Anatomy of the UK/EU economic links: UK is currently one of the most important trading 
partners for the other EU states 

2. UK Contribution to EU budget: with 17 billon pound it is second highest contributor  

3. Time taking process: Brexit and New relation with UK would take several years which 
would put major economic projects, FTA in turmoil 

4. Member nations Exit: This may cause to follow exit from EU e.g. Denmark sees huge 
swing to follow BREXIT 
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Although, below points need to be considered: 

1. Norway model: Britain may follow Norway model. Acc to which it can still have an access 
to EU single market keeping himself independent to make economic decision  

2. EU referendum result ‘not legally binding 

3. Second EU referendum petition to be debated by MPs of UL 

Measure that can European leader take as following: 

1. Improve on Vulnerable membership: Most of European countries like Germany, France 
Italy and UK does not got much in return even contributing major chunk 

2. More freedom on Policies: greater autonomy for individual states like migration to 
members which was one of reason for Brexit 

3. Subsidies: Middle and lower classes has been neglected and MNCs were benefitted due 
to liberal and free trade policies. Steps needed to provide subsidies for dissatisfied sections 
in member countries 

4. Schengen Agreement amendment: enables border-free travel in much of the EU, Need 
urgent amendment to ensure security among border in light of recent terrorist attacks 

5. Referendum amendments: Important decision must be based on series of referendums 
instead of single e.g. people feeling remorse after Brexit considering repercussions to UK 

UK and European leaders should recognize their own mistakes and acknowledge the 
democratic deficit in the current institutional arrangements and work upon necessary 
amendments. 
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